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ABOUT THE BULLETIN
• A focus on practical initiatives
going on in schools
• Putting teachers in touch with
others who are trialing new
approaches to boys’ education
• Support and encouragement for a
constructive debate on boys’
education issues
• Develop materials and programs
to assist teachers in their work
with boys
• Provide advice on the suitability
of new resources directed at boys

The theme this issue is single sex classes. The central piece by Barbara Watterston is a
review of the literature on single sex and co-ed research and a summary of the trends
she has found in her own research into single sex classes in co-educational schools.
Many of the Western Australian schools she has interviewed have stories in this
edition. The introduction of single sex classes has become popular as one way of
responding to boys’ education issues. While not all such classes are successful (see for
example ‘Lessons from an all boys Year 8 class’ in Vol2 No 3 1999) schools are less
interested in writing them up even though it is valuable learning. The companion
stories from WA are all cases where single sex classes are successful but a careful
reading will show that in itself such classes are only one of a range of things that
support improved outcomes. Each offers an insight into single sex classes can be
structured to better suit the needs of their students.
The remaining stories in this edition are all stimulating: a description of an effective
boys and leadership program in a boys secondary college, a pilot of a masculinity and
anger program, a cartooning unit that benefited boys whose preferred method of
communicating is by drawing, deputies reading Goosebumps, a shirts-off Maths unit,
a cross cultural story on Vietnamese cricketers and an upper primary
leadership program.
In our Research section brings you profiles of boys’ education and social outcome
statistics in Jamaica and UK. We also keep you up to date on suicide and mental
health trends in Australia.
One little triumph is that for the first time we got the photo-poster to actually match
the theme for this issue. We hope it provokes worthwhile conversation with
your students.
This is the last edition for 2001. Thanks for your support.

Rollo Browne, Richard Fletcher & Deborah Hartman
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Guidelines for Contributors
The BOYS IN SCHOOLS BULLETIN is a practical journal for
teachers and educators. The content is meant to motivate and
inform those who work with boys and young men to try new
approaches which benefit the boys, the school and the whole
community (including of course, the girls).
The sorts of questions we use when asking about
initiatives are:
• Say a bit about your school
- What was the initiative and who was it aimed at?
• What happened?
• What lessons did you learn?
• What advice would you give to other teachers as a result?

This doesn’t have to be a formula but the information must be
about what is happening with boys in schools. If you are in any
doubt, have a look at a previous issue of the Bulletin. Or contact
us and talk about it.
Richard Fletcher

Ph:
02 4921 6401
email: fmrf@cc.newcastle.edu.au

Rollo Browne

Ph:
02 9555 8424
email: rollo.browne@bigpond.com

Deborah Hartman Ph:
02 4921 6749
email: deborah.hartman@newcastle.edu.au
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Cartoon Capers. Engaging Boys through Animation
Wendy White and Jenni Smith
describe the effect of an integrated
unit on animation for their combined
Grade 2, 3 and 4 classes at Moonee
Ponds West Primary School, Victoria.

there are about 6
or 7 switched off
boys who avoid
reading and are
in danger of
hating school

Our school has approximately 500 students from a predominately anglo,
middle class background. Moonee Ponds is in the inner Western region of
Melbourne and is an area of low unemployment. Like many schools our
classroom teachers are female. Of the 35 staff only the principal and deputy
are male. Our grade, Room 10, is a co-ed, double classroom of 57 children
across grades 2, 3 and 4. Most classes are multi-aged to allow for the
different rates that children go through various developmental stages. The
school’s long-standing philosophy and practice is based on integrated and
negotiated curriculum. This permeates throughout the school, resulting in
children having the expectation that their interests, needs and skills will be
catered for.
What are the issues facing our boys?
There are of course a range of students in our class, including those boys that
are book-oriented and don’t fit into the stereotypical “boy” mould as well as
those who resist reading and are more sport-oriented. These groups exist
alongside each other. Across the class there are about 6 or 7 switched off
boys who avoid reading and are in danger of hating school in the next few
years. In the beginning of the year, we were struck by the range of
personalities and needs displayed by the boys, all unique. We recognized we
needed to create a curriculum that tapped into their interests. The negotiated
curriculum here is essential as it brings the curriculum to life. Students,
particularly the boys, need to see that learning is not arbitrary and make
connections about why we do what we do in the class. Our program is based
on our knowledge that children learn best when they have choice and input
into the curriculum and we believe that this is especially important in
motivating boys. While the unit was hugely successful for all the students, for
the purpose of this paper we will be focusing on the boys.
“What would you like to investigate?”
Each year students are required to do two SOSE and two Science/Technology
related units. At the beginning of the year with a new group of 57 students
we asked them, as we normally do, what areas of investigation interested
them. They came up with topics like: medieval times, sport, animals and
space. Two boys suggested cartooning. While the decision to study cartooning
unit was made by student vote, we gently encouraged their choice. Actually
we were delighted as there were a number of benefits for all children but
especially for the boys:
• We could engage students through something they were interested in
• For many boys drawing is their preferred tool for expression and
communication, and
• We could link both communication and technology skills. This was
especially important given the changing nature of employment.
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Drawing the animation
Phone Calls
Realising that we needed help I rang around to
see who could assist. It’s amazing what phone
calls can achieve! To our good fortune we found
two inspiring animators, who were prepared to be
involved with our students, all free of charge. Paul
Fletcher (RMIT) taught computer animation and
Kate Cawley (Victorian College of the Arts) worked
on claymation and with some boys in a
small group.
Tuning In
To tune the children in we invited “Joffa” a
cartoonist to visit our children. His program was
based on the belief that everyone can draw, hence
building the children’s self esteem. This provided a
positive foundation for the unit to be built on.
Caricature
Overall the program ran about three sessions a
week for a term. For the first task all students had
to complete a caricature. We wanted a small,
individual, easily achievable, high-status task so
that the boys could experience early success. Their
drawings were displayed and there was much
discussion and admiration by peers. Students
walked around the room trying to guess who the
caricatures portrayed. To extend communication
and their thinking about their work, students were
then asked to nominate one thing the artist did
well and one thing to improve. This was less easy
but in their friendship groups the boys did OK.
Computer animation
They also completed larger, cooperatively based
tasks such as the group devised computer
generated animation. With Paul’s support, the
children were to develop and animate a sequence
of 24 self designed frames. We asked the students
to form groups and emphasised that the program
would only work if they co-operated. They were to
choose groups carefully as there would be no
change to the groups for that task. All the groups
were single sex by choice.

Negotiating the story
brief. This meant they had to get organised.
Each group came and discussed their plan with a
teacher. The boys were as skilled at this as the
girls. The animation groupwork was exceptional.
Like most classes, groupwork in this class can be
challenging however during this unit it was quite
purposeful. As drawing was a key part of the work,
the groups easily sorted out how to use the skills
of the students who usually lost purpose and
consequently motivation.
It was interesting what the groups chose as their
stories. The boys groups universally depicted
violent, if humorous, events such as a dinosaur
burning a character to ash or a truck knocking
someone over. The girls groups depicted things like
dancing fruit or the Olympics. While we did not
focus on it in this instance, this pattern of story
telling is quite common. The way we normally
address it is to teach boys that splatter stories are
boring unless something happens to develop the
main character. Likewise girls stories that are
limited to “he said, she said” require some
dramatic development.
Getting the animations completed on schedule
required regular reminders. Students regularly
completed drawings for homework and at the
regular FOT (finishing off time) sessions each
week. The finished animations were accompanied
by a self designed skit or song and were presented
to great acclaim at a family viewing during
school hours.

boys groups
universally
depicted violent,
if humorous,
events

The quality of the animations were the result of
children’s determination and confidence. At no
point did they give up when faced with a problem,
rather they looked for solutions. What made it
work so successfully, we believe, was the level of
peer support, a clear goal, the fact that groups
were self-selected, the release of their own
wonderful imaginations and the fantastic
modelling by Kate showing her clay animations.
All work was done on the 6 I-Macs we have in the
class. One of the more onerous tasks was scanning
the large number of drawings into the computer.

At times tasks were teacher directed, at others
child directed. All tasks had clear boundaries and
expectations and included a time-line and a design
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Animation:
Elephant
with Diarrhoea

Animation:
Skateboard Crash

Claymation
Kate visited our classroom one hour a week for six
weeks. She screened the claymations she had
made, brought in her clay models and showed the
various techniques she had used. The students
were shown how cartoons had been made in the
past including the sound effects. The history of
cartoons was a hit. As a spin off we recorded our
own sound effects tape.

computer
literacy has
taken off

Kate also worked with a group of six boys who we
observed as much preferring to draw. As often
happens, these boys also struggled with writing
and needed help seeing the relevance of written
language. The idea was to validate their drawings
as a form of communication, showing how
animators make connections between pictures and
writing. Kate talked with them about their
animation stories, looked at their general writing
and discussed their character development and
how they could illustrate it. We noticed afterwards
that this group were happier to write. Interacting
positively with a professional adult skilled in
something they could aspire to boosted these
boys’ self-esteem.
What Happened as a Result?
Computer literacy has taken off and the students
are now doing Powerpoint designs. During the
program all students had to email Paul or his
students at RMIT a question or a comment about
animation. He replied to each one. Now we plan
30 minutes computer work a week as a part of
every unit. This is a big plus for the boys who are
not confident in expressing themselves. The key
here was the technical support during the
animation unit. This reduced their level of
frustration at computer glitches. The machines
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delivered the goods and this meant student
enthusiasm was maintained and a satisfactory
outcome achieved.
Best of all the student directed group animations,
catered for a variety of different learning styles
and interests. Group interaction occurred on many
levels such as the design and planning phase, their
skit development, sometimes through incidental
events, class sharing time and the final family
performance in which all children willingly
participated, in fact all shone.
We noticed that the general level of confidence in
groupwork improved. Positive and co-operative
working relationships were essential to be
successful. The nature of the task ensured
exceptional concentration and cooperation as the
boys knew that the animations were for them, by
them and would be successful because of them.
Peer interaction was positive and provided support
and recognition. This appeared especially
motivational for the boys groups. They had to learn
responsibility and time-management - all groups
successfully achieved deadlines. The biggest
conflict was in the Grade 2 boys group over the
words for the song to accompany their work. Once
resolved they were so proud of it they went and
sang it to the Principal.
The children were very proud of the animations. The
unit provoked a lot of discussion at home, leading to
a huge attendance of about 70 family members at
the screening. The majority of our students had
family members and siblings attend. The
performance was held in the classroom and was
followed by afternoon tea where praise was heaped
upon all. We still need to burn CD copies of the
animations as every family was keen to get one.

At the end of the unit we knew the students had
not only developed artistic skills such as
expression using drawing, drawing skills, and
original compositions for each animation but been
exposed to different art forms and techniques.
They had also had their future job aspirations
broadened. Kate’s skill as a professional subtly
challenged gender stereotypes of cartoonists
and animators.
Boys’ Comments
• “Really interesting and great fun doing
the animations. They turned out really
well so it was very exciting. I worked with
a co-operative group. We had a fun
time.” (Gr 3)
• “Drawing the pictures improved my
drawing. Seeing it on the computer was
great because we could see that we did a
great job.” (Gr 4)
• “It was cool because the animation made
it easy to work. The best bit was watching
it after you made it and your mum could
say, ‘that’s cool’, and you can be
a cartoonist.” (Gr 2)
• “We really got to have fun. I liked
drawing pictures it was really good.” (Gr2)
• “We learnt how to draw and use the
computer a bit more. Also performing in
front of people was fun. Lots of people
went up and down, it was good that they
could handle the stress, like when Tom
left the work at home and we all had to
get it finished on time. We coped!” (Gr 4)

The Future
We feel we would do the unit again even without
a Paul or Kate. However we would need funding
for technical support - scanning each drawing took
forever. This may well occur as our School Council
is supportive. Our own parent group were thrilled
with the children’s work. Communication over the
project at home was fantastic and parent
involvement in class topics has increased as a
result. For 2002 we are proposing that the
animation component continues not on a class
basis but for students across the school that would
particularly benefit. Even though we have students
largely from middle class backgrounds, we know
from our teaching experience that this approach
would work with students from ESL backgrounds
or with low literacy skills.
We have been inspired by the achievements of our
students, especially the boys that we perceived at
risk. As such we make the following suggestions:
• Ask your students what it is they want,
• Be aware of broader interests and passions.
• Don’t be afraid to phone, email and/or beg
anyone (including parents) to assist the
program and the students.

“The best bit was
watching it after
you made it and
your mum could
say, ‘that’s cool’,
and you can be a
cartoonist.” (Gr 2)

• Provide a variety of grouping strategies,
including teacher and student directed and
mixed and single sex.
• Broaden what you think curriculum is, and
• Above all have some fun!!

Jenni Smith and Wendy White can be reached at
Moonee Ponds West Primary school on
03 93706875.
The Boys in Schools Bulletin
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Exploring the technology of flight

A Class of Boys
Leanne Lampard describes the
experience of teaching single sex
Year 6 classes at Clarkson Primary
School, WA

Dismantling electrical equipment

Clarkson is a school of 960 primary students 38 kms north of Perth. The
school draws from a predominantly low socio-economic are and is largely
anglo. There are about 60 Aboriginal children attending. The strategy of single
sex classes has been in place at Clarkson Primary since 1999. The decision
was made in 1998 in relation to behavioural issues. There was a group of 25
Year 6 boys that were considered to be ‘real trouble’.
One choice was to hide them across the four classes. However a better option
emerged when a male teacher offered to take them. By the end of the year
the results had been dramatic. Suspensions dropped from 38 in 1998 which is
very high for a primary school, to 1 in 1999 and since then have remained
low. Discipline referrals improved exponentially. Academically the girls’ class
excelled. In one case literacy scores jumped four years. It is hard to say that
the boys’ academic outcomes improved significantly above what should
normally occur but certainly they have not done worse. However their
confidence and social outcomes soared and their time on task was
outstanding. This was mainly due to the role modelling, discussion of male
concerns and changes in pedagogy by the teacher, Tony Moore. Part of his
approach involved shorter 30 minute lessons with 5 - 10 minutes of physical
activity between. Single sex classes have since become the norm at Year 6.
Originally the design was to run the class as single sex in the morning and
co-ed in the afternoon. In its second year this changed to 4 days single sex
and 1 day co-ed. The benefits were presented to parents as having the best of
both worlds.
Would A Female Teacher Work As Well With The Boys?
Towards the end of the 2000 school year, the Principal, Jim Watterston, Karen
Mohasi and I discussed the idea of separating two of the coming Year 6
classes into a boys’ and a girls’ class. Karen and I saw it as an extension of
teaching together for the last five years. The difference in our situation was
that the boys’ class was going to be taken by me, a female. Obviously it
wouldn’t be the same as a male role model but how would it be different?
Would a female teacher get the same gains from the boys as previously?
Boy-Girl Experiment
One of our initial plans for this challenging scenario was that I was going to
take the Maths for both the girls and boys classes, while Karen was to take
the Language in both classes. We were hoping to see how we needed to
adapt our teaching styles to cater for each sex. However, it wasn’t long into
Term 1, 2001, that Karen and I found that this arrangement wasn’t working.
The girls class seemed better able to adapt to having more than one teacher,
but the boys seemed to find the change over destabilizing. They just preferred
routine and found it hard to get down to work. It felt as though the both the
boys and the girls wanted just the one teacher to bond with during the
beginning of this ‘boy-girl experiment.’
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Yr 6 group discussion - notice candle held by speaker

Planning Nightmare
It also quickly became a planning nightmare for
Karen and I. We were at first frustrated and then
amazed, at the totally different paths we each
took in teaching the same concept in separate
rooms. Before long, all planning had gone out the
window. Karen and I felt we could learn to cope
with the differing teaching styles required, but not
with our perceived notions of what was needed for
the student’s portfolios and other documentation.
We would have to be following the same
guidelines. We felt we didn’t have the time to be
organizing two separate sets of documentation for
even the one subject.

OK... Let’s pull it apart

This took quite a bit of organizing sometimes, but
the class was most appreciative, with vast
amounts of ‘incidental learning’ taking place:
“That’s sick, Mr Burrows! Could I use this motor to
make a propeller too?”
“If that’s a motor, and that’s a motor, why is this
one flat?”
“See, I told you Jake, the different colours on the
resistors do mean something!”

Improving Boys’ Work Presentation
Next we tackled the idea that ‘girls’ work is always
neater and better presented than boys. This was
By midway through Term 1 we had decided to take the easiest thing to disprove. Without having the
‘perfect girls’ work’ to feel inferior to, the boys
our own classes for Maths and Language. This
without exception began to produce work they
gave us back our much needed flexibility. For
were all proud of. All that was needed was
example, my Maths lessons could be given faster
encouragement and some presentation ideas.
and in shorter sessions, broken up with physical
Displaying their work in the room with positive
activities for the boys without having to consider
whether it was ‘time’ to be doing Language. Karen, discussion and reflection of what they had
achieved, worked wonders.
for example, could go into more depth during her
language sessions with the girls, without having to Parents were impressed with their child’s standard
worry about time tabling constraints.
of work in the portfolios at the end of term.
Developing ‘Our’ Class Culture
We found that very soon an ‘our class’ culture
developed. The students in both classes felt very
special. The atmosphere this created in the
classroom gave me the courage to begin the
programs I felt the boys needed.
Firstly, from observation and suggestions from the
boys we began ‘boy-oriented topics’ for programs
of work such as:
• Flight (this really took off!),
• Dismantling electrical equipment, (run by my
brother in law, David Burrows),
• Fishing (while on camp, boys very keen to
do again),
• Physical fitness activities (as much as possible)
• Technology & Enterprise challenges:
designing badges.

“How many times did you have make him do
this?” “Are you sure this is my boy’s work?”

the boys without
exception began
to produce work
they were all
proud of

Feelings? What Do You Mean?
The issue that quickly became the most important
to address was the emotional and social
development of these 32 young boys. Coping with
the problems of teaching an all boys’ class meant
that it was necessary to understand what was
‘bothering’ them. All the latest research indicates
that many young males are not coping with the
stresses of life, and it was obvious that within this
group there was a problem with communication
between each other. Getting the boys to talk about
their feelings is where we have started. We spend
time talking to each other, before/after school,
after recess/lunch times and whenever necessary,
as a whole class. This was a little difficult in the
beginning. A few boys just didn’t think they were
‘feeling’ anything. We would sit around in a circle
and the conversation would go as follows:

The Boys in Schools Bulletin
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S

“What do you mean? I feel like I felt
yesterday after lunch.”

T “How did you feel yesterday?”
S

“Hot because I ran all the way back from
the oval.”

T “Do you feel happy, sad, upset...?”
S

“Nah, I just feel normal.”

T “What happened at lunch time?”
S

“Jason was teasing us.”

as the boys are more concerned with how a piece
of equipment/tool works (the glue gun, tile cutter,
Stanley trimmer, hammer, guillotine etc.). Now we
often wonder how we managed to teach mixed
classes for all those years?!
It has now just been over six months since we
started with our boys and girls classes. I still get
comments from other teachers along the line of,
“You couldn’t pay me enough to take that on.” or
“How do you do it?” There are also those people
who say, “I think I’d prefer the boys too.” and
“I love taking your class.”

T “How did you feel about that?”
S

“OK because I punched him.”

T “So you feel normal now?”
S

“Yes.”

It was like pulling hens’ teeth at first, but the boys
helped each other and several became a model for
the rest of the boys to learn from. “I think I might
know how you feel Daniel. Jason picks on me too,
he always has. He makes me angry, but I’ve learnt
to ignore it.”

they don’t care if
the teacher is
male or female,
so long as their
child is happy to
be at school

Tony Moore (now Student Services Manager) has
also helped the boys greatly in getting them to
recognize how they are feeling. He comes into the
classroom and holds sessions where he models
positive ways for the boys to express their
emotions. This was carried on at the Year 6 camp
for both the boys and girls, and we regularly hold
discussions in the classroom. A lot of these
discussions end up being about the bullying
happening in the playground. We try, not always
successfully, to talk about how someone’s action
made them feel and what could be an appropriate
response. But we still do get- “Sure! Like he’s
gonna listen to that! I’d rather just punch
him out!”
The boys have begun to write daily about how
they are feeling. This began much the same as the
discussions, with them insisting they are feeling
‘nothing’, but their writing has made progress
throughout the term. They identify if they are
feeling excited, angry, happy or sad etc., but it
remains to be seen whether this type of work has
any real effect on the way the boys
handle themselves.

Outcomes
During the half yearly parent interviews, every
parent was happy with their child’s portfolio of
work. There was not one complaint. Parents from
both classes were very appreciative that their child
was happy and keen to come to school. They were
very interested to know if the boy/girl program
could carry on for 2002, with Karen and I taking
these groups to Year 7. The question of having a
female teacher for the class of boys was regarded
extremely positively, with one exception. One
mother has asked that her son have a male
teacher next year, if possible. She feels that her son
needs a positive male role model in his life, since
boy’s father has not provided that.
As we are only partway through the year evidence
on how well positive social outcomes have
transferred to academic outcomes has yet to
be assessed.
However, all other parent contact has been in
favour of keeping the group together with a
female as the teacher. The overall message given
by the parents so far, is that they don’t care if the
teacher is male or female, so long as their child is
happy to be at school, feels as though he belongs
and is progressing with his schoolwork. Taking the
boys’ class has been a great opportunity to break
down a few female stereo types. The boys have
appreciated that I know a bit about fishing, flying
a plane, boats etc.

Remotivated
Karen and I are really enjoying our teaching this
year. We are finding ourselves ‘re-motivated’ by
trying different ways of teaching. We are
constantly talking about what would or wouldn’t
Different Learning Styles
work in each room or showing each other what
Both Karen and I are constantly amazed at how
the students have accomplished because they
differently the two classes of boys and girls learn.
haven’t been influenced by the boys/girls.
For example, when we bring the classes together
However, we both feel that whether it is a mixed
for a T & E project, we see the girls sitting together
class or segregated boys/girls, the most important
in groups, whispering, discussing and planning
thing we can do for the students is to listen to
while the boys get out of their seats, walk around,
them. We both feel we need to be a part of their
handle all the equipment and shout ideas across
worries and their successes in order to create a
the room to each other. The girls are concerned
path on which they can learn.
about the appearance of their final product, where
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My advice to teachers who thinking of taking
single sex classes would be:
• Listen to the students. Create an atmosphere
where each student feels they can talk to you.
Don’t worry about how much time it seems to
take up. Make it a priority.
• Make sure you have laughing in the classroom.
Points for Teaching Boys
• Try to break up the learning sessions with
sessions of physical activities.
• As much as possible make lessons ‘real’.

• Keep in contact with the parents. It has very
real and positive effect on the boys’ attitude
to school.
• Keep to a routine as much as possible. This
doesn’t mean be boring. The boys feel secure
when they feel they can anticipate what is
expected of them.
• Bring in good male/female models. “There’s
nothing he doesn’t know about electrical
stuff!.” (said about my brother -in -law, as he
walked around while the boys pulled videos,
cameras and irons, etc. to pieces.)

• Be available. It’s surprising the number of
• Always let the boys know why they are doing a
times boys will seek out or even request a
piece of work. Give them a copy of the proprivate talk.
forma you will use to assess them. “By the end
• Let the boys know how you are feeling. You
of this session I want to see if you can label a
can’t expect them to do it if you’re not
diagram effectively. You will need to show you
prepared to do it yourself.
can do the following things........”
• Reinforce immediately. Boys are very ‘now’
people. Mark the spelling test while they wait
and let them know how they went as soon as
you mark it.
• Always follow through with your class and
whole school discipline policy, but remember
that all children know you can and should
make allowances for individuals.
• Put their work up around the room as soon as
they finish it. Discuss how they went. Let them
say what could improve it or what
really worked.
• Be prepared for a higher level of
working noise.
• ‘Fairness’ is very important. If a boy thinks that
something is ‘unfair’, such as a consequence
for another’s disruptive behaviour, make sure
you discuss this and give your reasons.
(Although the occasional, “Because I said so.”
is respected too!)
• Know the rules to any game and stick
by them!

• Set high standards for everything! If someone
is not pulling their weight tell them. Honesty
is respected.
Getting Good Support
We have been fortunate in that we always knew
Jim was there to talk to if we needed. He let us
both find our own feet for ourselves with our
classes. We felt he trusted us to carry on with the
program and said things like “The parents know
that they are lucky to have you two.” He has
always made us feel like we are finding our own
way, and therefore, how could we fail?

sometimes the
macho factor
actually
increases

This has been my most challenging year of
teaching and by far the most rewarding. I want to
take the boys next year. With this emphasis on role
modelling and hence men taking single sex boys
classes we overlook the fact that sometimes the
macho factor actually increases. I really want to
see if I can make any positive difference in their
development as balanced young men. It will be
interesting to see how I feel after two years with
the same class of boys.

• Try to organise any board games, equipment,
to be available to the boys before school,
during recess and lunch. This comes in handy if Leanne Lampard can be reached at Clarkson
a group of boys are not getting on, or if their
Primary School on 08 9305 1800.
‘boisterousness’ is too much to handle. It tends
to defuse some situations or keep large
groups occupied.
Hat parade
• Teach the boys how to play games. Most
arguments are about boys who can’t take turns
or don’t know the proper game etiquette.
• Make a game out of some lessons where boys
can help tutor members in their group. (Boys
as a group are very competitive!)
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Single Sex Education
James Mumme, Deputy Principal,
Calista Primary School WA describes
his experiences of a Year 7 boys only
discussion group.

Callista Primary School is a medium sized largely white, lower SES urban
primary school in Perth WA. There have never been single sex classes in the
school. Teachers in Year 7 (year before high school) teach sex education as a
part of Health in term 3. In 2000 both teachers were women. I had been
teaching Science to one of the classes when the teacher asked me if I would
take the boys for the “social side” of sex education because she felt it would
be more appropriate. I agreed immediately because I felt she was correct and
because I enjoyed working with the class.
Anonymous Questions
The class teacher and I took each group for 45 minutes a week in separate
classrooms over six weeks. I had fourteen boys about 12 years old who
ranged in age over twelve months and in social ages over much more than
that. My approach was to negotiate the curriculum with the students having
told them that this time was theirs to explore and learn what was important
to them at this watershed before high school. Accordingly they gave me a list
of confidential and anonymous questions to do with sex and relationships
that included the following (language altered): “How do you know when you
are in love? What about homosexuality? Should you sleep with someone?
What about STDs? How do you know if a girl likes you? How do you go out
with someone? What about conflict with girls? What about teasing?”

how do you
know when you
are in love?

Building Trust
Material to answer these questions was from two sources: my own
experience and accumulated wisdom, and the students themselves. My
approach was to clarify the nature of our talks: this was a special chance
unlike other subjects, it would be confidential, private, about intimate
subjects that it is not appropriate to mention out loud in public or in school
even between friends (the model of AA groups was used here). I reminded
them of this issue at the end of each session.
Early on it became natural to have an open forum on each question with
input from me as necessary. I clarified the nature of the topic as different
from other school subjects in being personal and intimate. We talked about
the issue of levels of comfort in discussing or even thinking about such topics
and it was formally made ‘ok to pass’. Towards the end we began a panel
format partly to cater for the presence of three older and more thoughtful
boys. The topic was given in advance to the panel. The audience then
questioned them before a wrap up by me. This proved an empowering way to
conduct the process; probably the first sessions were needed to develop the
confidence and skills to cope with it.
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Embarrassment Became Part
of the Discussion
Beyond verbal comments to the class teacher
about how the students behaved during the
discussions and how the format evolved there was
no assessment or feedback. The only outcomes
sought were thoughtful attendance and
indications of taking the process seriously. In my
view these were achieved amply: the boys were
keen to take part and except when a few
experienced embarrassment at the frankness of
some of the discussion, they were an excellent
group. Even the embarrassment became part of
the discussion and provided useful reflection about
the different ways families handled such topics.

response to questions like: “How do you say no?”,
“How far should you go?”, “What’s a crush?”,
and “ What do you do if a girl cracks onto you?”
This involved the relating of experiences and a
commendable amount of integrity in that girls
with very different experiences held their spaces
and shared openly. We then moved to issues of
pregnancy and abortion, at which point I felt that
the group had moved beyond my competence so
we concluded.

Mixed Forum
Inspired, the teacher and I agreed to hold a whole
class forum using the same panels as we had.
I was hoping to elicit the same quality of
communication and honesty. But it did not happen.
Unintended Outcomes
After a few frivolous and uncomfortable
exchanges we closed it off by talking a little about
Once after the discussion about homosexuality
and friendship, I noticed the two most mature boys our own experiences in relationships. Afterwards
I realised that we should have first collected
walking arms around each other’s necks chatting
written questions and given the panel time to
about nothing. There was no teasing from the
think through a response. Perhaps the mixed
others and a lovely relaxed atmosphere.
gender situation produced the difference.
When we spoke about the kind of relationship
Following the sessions I noticed a greater warmth
they wanted to have as adults and I asked “How
and honesty from the boys in a range of situations.
do your parents handle arguments and conflict?”
There was growing that magical male bonding
There was an avalanche of stories involving
where most of the bond is unspoken but provides
degrees of violence and miscommunication, all
a freedom and trust to handle other
indicating that in no case did the boys have the
subjects easily.
chance to witness conflict resolution. When I told
them that they were likely to have the same kind
The Future
of relationship unless they developed their
understanding of how they got on with people,
Yes, definitely a most worthwhile experience
there was a stunned and uncomfortable silence.
especially in terms of the minimal time put into it.
One boy then shared about how his parents talk
I would repeat it with the proviso that I already
about everything out in the open. I told his he was knew the students and have developed a good
so lucky, luckier than me. To give some context I
relationship with them and was comfortable
shared some of my own childhood experiences
working with the teacher. The student-centredness
and the sense that this was a special class
Girls’ Group
were vital.
The most exciting unintended outcome was what
happened when the class teacher told me that the
James Mumme can be contacted at Callista
girls wanted to have a group with me. We agreed
to take opposite gender groups. The girls were, all Primary School on 08 9419 2355
except one, at such a different stage of
development in their experience and in their ability
to handle the topics. They instantly accepted my
offer to run the panel. We had a discussion in

in no case did
the boys have
the chance to
witness conflict
resolution
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Boys ‘n Ed at Freo
Hugh McCrakan describes the use of Single
Sex Classes in Year 6 & 7 at Fremantle Primary
School, WA.

relief teachers
didn’t want to
come to our
school

Fremantle Primary School is located in the heart of
the central business district of the port city of
Fremantle. The school is built on traditional lines of
two wings with a central quadrangle. The school
has a population of around 180 students and the
proportion of boys to girls is roughly equal. The
school community is made up of two extremes;
one group being a high socio economic
background while the other is of a low socio
economic background. The school currently has a
predominantly Anglo Saxon population with a few
from Spanish, Turkish, Aboriginal and Korean
origins. The parents are conservation conscious
and alternative thinking with a number who are
university professors, professional artists or very
successful business people.
Little Respect
In 1999 and 2000 the school had a high incidence
of referrals to the administration for incidences in
class and playground behaviour problems; this was
around 5 students a day. We had boys who
basically treated the female teachers with little
respect. These teachers used a portion of the
Canter System of Behaviour Management which
unfortunately had little positive reinforcement or
rewards for students. They used class incentives
but didn’t change their pedagogy to reflect the
boys’ styles of learning. Students basically went to
time out or referral to the administration. The boys
tended to be the ones who messed around in class
and disrupted the teaching and learning program.
These types of behaviours were prevalent in the
playground also and fighting and bullying occurred
daily. Relief teachers didn’t want to come to our
school because of the unruly and ‘feral’ behaviour
of a number of our students, mainly around 20
boys from Years 5, 6 and 7.
We compared the school records on student
behaviour with class teacher’s anecdotal records
and then looked at these students’ school reports.
These all showed that the boys in our school were
at risk in two areas. The first being attitude and
behaviour and secondly that they were
academically achieving considerably lower that
their peers. This was especially evident in
Mathematics and English. Their behaviours
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showed that they weren’t switched onto learning
in the classroom and above all were not achieving
as well as the girls in the core subjects. They were
in fact well below the girls.

The Program Starts

As a result the school council funded a specialist
support teacher to begin and extend this program.
I started teaching the program while inservicing
another staff member who worked support across
Parents Wanted Help With Their Sons
the school. It was initially run including boys and
At that time I also had a number of parent
girls then was revised to be only for the boys. All
requests for interviews where they wanted help
boys not just the targeted boys. We could see that
with their sons. They were very concerned as their the skills and abilities gained from the course were
sons didn’t like school, hated the teachers and saw applicable and useful to all boys, especially when
no value in getting a good education. The parent
they went to high school.
and citizen organization also asked the
The girls worked with a female teacher on their
same questions.
own specific program developed to motivate and
So there was obviously a need to work with the
challenge the girls on issues and areas they were
boys on a number of fronts. The first was to reduce specifically keen and interested in. These sessions
the very high incidence of bullying, fighting and
run once per week for a two hour block and is
disruptive behaviour, the second being to raise the eagerly awaited by all especially the teachers who
academic achievement of the boys. These two we
love it.
believed were entwined/ interlinked.
Following the initial success of this program with
Year 6 and 7 boys it now includes the Year 4 and 5
Martial Arts and Self Control
boys. This follows the same format as the senior
I presented all of the collected data to the staff
classes with the male support teacher taking the
and the parent group at a meeting and set out to
boys in their “Rock and Water ‘program and the
look at what was being done elsewhere. The
female classroom teacher taking the girls for a
parent group supported me attending a
specific program developed with the interests of
conference run by the University of Newcastle in
the girls and their age level. Referrals from the
Brisbane on “Boys in Education”. While there I
school behaviour management plan have dropped
attended a session with Freerk Ykema from
dramatically - from 75 per term to 4 per term in
Holland. This was called “The Rock and Water
twelve months.
Program”. I saw this as being great value for the
boys as it focused on self-control, self-esteem and Raising Achievement
strength testing - a mixture of Tai Chi and Aikido
The second front to deal with was the issue of
martial arts. I thought that implementing this
boys not achieving as well as the girls in most
program may help to address the problem of our
subjects. The school staff presented a program to
boys’ behaviour.
the school community for trialling single sex
Freerk was returning to Holland via Perth so he
classes 1 day per week. The reason for only one
agreed to speak to my school community and
day was twofold. Firstly to see if this strategy
inservice the staff on his program. This was a huge worked and made a difference and secondly that
success. This was due to the message that he
our school is only small and doesn’t receive very
imparted to the community gathering was what
much in the way of a funding grant. To run this
they were experiencing with their boys and that
program we would have to use our own meagre
his program had successfully addressed a number funds and to be creative in our use of staff. The
of their concerns. The demonstration lessons with
school community supported us whole-heartedly
our students was met with cries of “great stuff”
after the success of the Rock & Water Program.
and “when can we do more of this - schools great
if we do things like this”. It captured the
boys attention.

their sons didn’t
like school,
hated the
teachers and
saw no value in
getting a good
education
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Boys ‘n Ed at Freo
Immediate Effect
The Year 6 and 7 students from the Year 7 class
and the Year 5/6 class (we only have these two)
were separated for 1 day per week with the boys
being taught by a good male teacher (one with fire
in the belly - that is an innovative and creative
teacher who is determined to make a difference)
and the girls by a good female teacher (also with
fire in the belly). This had an immediate effect.
Incidences of bullying dropped to almost zero.
Both the teachers and the students noticed the
great learning environment that this set up. The
teachers said that they could actually teach and
the students said that they were learning.

“The most
significant
differences I
have noticed
with the year 7
students is their
maturity when
dealing with
gender issues.”

Negotiation and Ownership
The key to this was that the individual teachers set
up and ran their own program. Using the flexibility
of the WA Education Department’s Curriculum
Frameworks the teachers negotiated the
curriculum with the separate groups of students
while still addressing the student outcomes. The
students were able to help set out the areas they
were interested in and then with the teachers
guidance set out a curriculum for that period of
time including the outcomes they wanted to
achieve. This gave the students ownership of part
of their own education and consequently the
traditional need for rules was not necessary
because it was theirs and they wanted to be there.
This has won the support of the students and the
school community and is now being started with
the Year 4 and 5 classes (beginning Term 3, this
year). We are using the same model of having the
boys taken by our specialist support teacher and
the girls taken by the female class teachers.
Part of this program was the open and clear
communication with parents. They have been
involved in all areas of the program and so has
enhanced support for the school and staff and for
the community to value our teachers. Transparency
has been the key along with the 4th R relationships. All parents have received a semester
report, warts and all, of the entire program so that
they are able to direct queries and support to
further develop the school program.
Teachers and Students Have Their Say
The following quotes were collected from teachers
and students as one way of evaluating the success
of the overall program;

invaluable life skills. The students have shown
significant improvement with their communication
and cooperation skills, especially between the
sexes. I am very impressed with their interpersonal
skills and levels of cohesion. The values the
students have learnt in the gender classes have
had a direct effect on the school community as the
senior students now act as terrific role models for
the other grades.” Annette Phillips Yr 7 teacher
Year 7 Boys
• “I don’t mind this rock and water system it is
pretty relaxing and good for self defence. But
sometimes the Year 6’s start to be noisy and
immature. I think they think it’s a waste of
time and it doesn’t teach them anything but
that’s totally not true.” Kai
• “The Rock and Water course is a good idea for
the Year 7s and 6s to bond together. It’s good
to learn how to negotiate not fight or wage
gang warfare over patches of turf on the oval
between the Year 7 and Year 6 boys as we did
last semester. Another point is that we have
learnt to be able to center ourselves and stay
calm in some upsetting situations.” Vincent
• “I think that Boys n’ Ed is fun because we talk
about new ideas how we can improve what
we’re doing it helps new kids make friends and
it helps fat kids get fit and kids that don’t want
to participate can go and work all day!”
Nathan
Year 7 Girls
• “You can get to know the Year 6 and 7 girls a
lot more. I also think that the girls should have
some other activities to do since most people
have finished their project. We could do sport
and programs which you have to work in
groups.” No name given

• “This term we have been separated from the
boys. The girls have been studying the role of
women in Asian countries. We are going to a
women’s sport breakfast next term. We get
more work done when the boys aren’t here
because the boys are louder then girls. I like
having the Yr 6s in the room whilst the boys
aren’t. We should continue with the program.”
Hannah F

Year 6 Boys (normally in 5/6 Class)
• “I enjoy being able to interact with the Year 7
“The most significant differences I have noticed
boys. The fighting games also take my fancy.
with the Year 7 students is their maturity when
However what I particularly like is that we are
dealing with gender issues. The boys have learnt
learning self-defence. With self-defence we
the power of negotiation and are calm and centred
boys can learn how to control bullies and deal
during crisis times. By learning about women in
with peer pressure.” Gareth
other cultures the girls are showing a marked
improvement in their self esteem and confidence. • “The fighting games are good where you get
to learn to punch and wrestle and to control
I believe the gender programs give the students
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yourself. We focus on boys only and spend
time with the Year 7s. It’s great fun.” William
• “I like to play footy and physical games like
wrestling and punching with bags. No written
work is great. It’s good to be with the Year 7
boys.” Matt
Year 6 Girls (normally in 5/6 Class)
• “We watch videos and learn stuff about Japan
and Asia. I like it because there are no boys,
no Year 5’s and it is great. Sometimes it is a
little boring.” Michelle
• “We go into the Year 7 room but with only the
Year 7 girls. Sometimes we get to play netball
and it’s fun. I like Girls Ed because the boys
aren’t there or the Year 5’s. They are always
trying to draw attention to themselves.” Sally

come to school will learn. (Sometimes in spite of
the teachers and sometimes despite them)
Lessons Learned & Next Steps
We intend to take this program down to our Year 3
students and are applying from different sources
to help fund this.
In the process, we have learned many things:
especially that you need to make the program
innovative and stimulating. By having single sex
classes for only one day a week it is something the
students look forward to. Yes it has affected the
behaviour for the rest of the week. It has flowed
over. This is making every week a good one for
both students and the teachers. We would love to
have the flexibility in staffing to be even more
creative and to run single sex classes for all
morning classes.

Increased Enrolments

For others intending to run this sort of program
you need teachers who have fire in the belly and
These programs have made a direct impact upon
are able to create their own specialist program for
all students academic achievement as the
increased focus on school, less social distractions, the specific students taught. You need to have or
less bullying, better relationships with teachers has to create a culture that it is all right to try different
strategies and above all else have your parent
taken effect. All staff and parents have expressed
community onside.
excitement about the “switching on” of the
students, especially the boys. Student written work Parents have been our greatest assets. They search
and test results have improved dramatically. We
out information all the time and have information
will be keen to see the WALNA testing results
sharing sessions with staff and other parents.
(state wide testing in numeracy and literacy) as we For example:
will be able to compare these results to previous
• two families found research from Canada and
years results as comparative data. The key
the US on using forms of martial arts programs
conclusions about improvement has come from
in school and their positive effects on
teachers’ anecdotal records and interviews
self esteem;
conducted with staff, students and parents.
• research on part time single sex classes in
An unintended outcome from these successful
some US high schools; and
single sex classes is that our school numbers have
increased with parents from the surrounding
• the effect of applying different class structures
schools enrolling at our school so that their sons
and programs in primary school to help in the
can take part in the program. We were also
socialisation of students and that these
nominated and short listed for an award from The
programs are really too late to do in high
Fremantle Centre for Learning for our innovative
schools as they are in the throes of adolescence.
approach to the program. We have also seen a
Parents take themselves off to boys’ issues
large number of dads (step dads and others)
volunteering to come in and support the classroom meetings and conferences and come back with
ideas. We couldn’t have got this far without their
teachers across a number of subject/curriculum
areas. They see and value the staff at the school a support. Remember the 4th R - relationships. It is
great deal more now because they have observed far easier to educate the students if we involve
that we are endeavouring to ensure the best in all them, teachers and parents in an equal 3
way team.
areas for their children.
Another unintended result from this program has
been the greatly improved social dynamics which
has had a huge effect across the school. With our
senior students setting a good positive example of
cooperation and conflict resolution the rest of the
school has had great role models to follow, and
this has happened. Best result possible - a happy
and supportive playground which leads into a
happy classroom. Happy students who want to

an unintended
outcome from
these successful
single sex classes
is that our school
numbers have
increased

Hugh McCracken is the Principal at Fremantle
Primary School and can be contacted on
Phone 08 9335 3647
Email: hugh.mccrackan1@eddept.wa.edu.au
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Single Sex Classes Within The Co-educational Context
Barbara Watterston of the Fremantle
Education Centre presents part of her
doctoral research on the impact of single sex
classes on teaching and learning. A number of What is the Issue?
the stories in this issue provide case studies of The benefits and significance of single sex and co-educational schooling have
schools trialling single sex groups and classes. always provided fertile ground for research. Recently the debate has

Do they work?

intensified with increased interest in the use of single sex classes within a
coeducational context. By trialling such classes, educators are attempting to
clarify which individuals or target populations would gain most from which
type of schooling. In so doing schools are looking to:
• untangle issues of how gender is constructed,
• explore the common and different needs of both boys and girls,
• examine potentially limiting expectations and negative behaviours, and
• celebrate differences whilst being sensitive to the developmental needs of
each gender.
Although much has been written about gender equity and reform it still
remains a hotly contested area of education, primarily due to the lack of
agreement about what constitutes equity in practice. It is not a simple matter
as gender and educational outcomes are interwoven with other variables
such as social class and ethnicity. All of these factors impact significantly on
teaching practices and pedagogy and in the selection of appropriate whole
school approaches and classroom strategies.
Specifically, in terms of gender and learning it is clear that that the social
issue of limiting notions of gender must be dealt with as early as possible in
children’s formal education. We therefore must consider two
related sets of questions:
16
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• How can we unravel the ways in which gender
may affect, and interact with, social and
academic learning? Do we even know exactly
how gender impacts on learning? Is there a
positive way through the gender minefield?

The use of single sex strategies within a
coeducational context, predominantly in secondary
schools, is not a new phenomenon. The intention
of more recent single sex classroom strategies in
coeducational primary schools includes the
following aims:

• What can we do in primary school to improve
the learning environment and outcomes for all • to provide younger students with more options
students in such a way that we address the
to ‘do’ gender differently. That is to extend
issues of poor performance, disruptive and
their perceptions of what it means to be male,
violent behaviour and critical health issues that
female or quite simply a contributing member
are evident in lower secondary youth?
of society. We need to get beyond responses
like “I’m not doing that because it’s a
Why is this an Issue Now?
girl thing”,
The successful results of girls’ education strategies • to develop resiliency to support their passage
and more recently, the focus on motivating and
into adolescence.
engaging boys in education, have provided the
impetus for establishing single sex classes. A
Single Sex Classes as an Approach to
growing number of coeducational secondary and
Gender Issues?
primary schools, both nationally and
However, neither masculinity nor femininity is not
internationally, are trialling the effectiveness of
single or uniform. Educators recognise that it is not
single sex classes. This is one approach in their
always easy for girls and boys to discuss gender
whole school repertoire to address differences in
issues. Characteristic of successful programs is the
academic performance, enhance the social and
inclusion of
emotional outcomes of their students, remove
“small group reflective exercises where boys
limitations based on stereotypical notions of
and girls, in both mixed and single-sex groups,
gender1, and broaden participation in the
will share their experiences and interpretations
learning environment.
1

a growing
number of
coeducational
secondary
and primary
schools, both
nationally and
internationally,
are trialling the
effectiveness of
single sex classes

In this article gender is referred to as a social construction, and sex as determined by physical characteristics.
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Single Sex Classes Within The Coeducational Context
relevant to the formation of their gender
identities and relations, and explore the
possibilities for improving these relations”
(Gilbert & Gilbert 1998).

female teachers
now find
themselves the
defendants in
the debate about
why male
students are not
doing well at
school and how
a femaledominated
classroom denies
male role models
to growing boys
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Preparing For A Changing World
Schools will certainly be aware of the increasing
debate over how we prepare students for a
changing world. To survive in today’s economic
and social system, and to be prepared to meet the
Anecdotal evidence from schools also seems to
challenges of the new world of work, all children
suggest that these issues can be explored more
need new skills including specialised literacy,
fully within the security and confidentiality
communication skills, cooperative learning and
provided by the single sex classroom.
working skills. Interestingly, these are valued and
“ ... in promoting a critical approach to
promoted in our so-called ‘feminised’ school
gender, the first step should be to help
cultures. The increased demand for literacy in
students understand the contradictions in
particular poses a challenge for how schools
dominant gender relations. Segregated classes approach boys’ underperformance in this area. In a
were useful to help students see their gender
major review of the differential effects in boys and
group in a new way”. (Kruse 1992)
girls school achievement, Dr Ken Rowe notes:
The assumption is that each sex is more inclined to
“Since the early 1990s there has been a
participate because the fear of ridicule or rejection
notable increase in the demand for higher
from the opposite sex is eliminated. Simply
levels of operational literacy and especially,
establishing single sex classes however, will not
verbal reasoning and written communication
produce the desired results. This can only be
skills in school education - areas in which girls,
achieved with genuine support from within the
on average, have distinct maturational and
school community through whole school policies
socialization advantages” Rowe (2000).
and classroom practice that removes same sex
He concludes that the provision of quality teaching
ridicule and rejection. Such ridicule has
and learning in literacy must be given the highest
traditionaaly been part of boys’ experiences
priority as it is crucial to maximize the literacy
of school.
skills of both boys and girls as early as possible.
There are a number of other concerns driving
this debate.
Emotional and Social Literacy
The Feminised Curriculum
Since the 1950’s primary classrooms have been
dominated by women. Female teachers now find
themselves the defendants in the debate about
why male students are not doing well at school
and how a female-dominated classroom denies
male role models to growing boys. When coupled
with the concern that many single parents families
are predominantly female, a strident argument is
made that boys’ failure in formal settings is due to
the ‘feminised curriculum’.
However this criticism of the feminised primary
school is too simplistic. At the secondary, technical
and tertiary levels male teachers still dominate.
Boys are failing in the secondary school under a
male teacher as much as under female teachers.
The results from research carried out by Slade and
Trent (2000) with 1800 secondary boys suggest
that boys felt good teachers might be male or
female. What the boys valued more highly was
respect, fairness and the ability to listen. (Both the
Clarkson PS and Balga SHS case studies articulate
this aspect in greater detail.) Yet it is indisputable
that the majority of teachers are female. Perhaps
this imbalance has more to do with the way we as
a society define what it means to be male and
what is men’s work.

A number of influential thinkers and researchers
are arguing for a balance in the academic, social
and emotional outcomes from schools. This is an
area where boys are traditionally slower to
develop and must be specifically encouraged
though programs that support:
• emotional intelligence (Goleman 1995),
• multiple intelligence (MI), specifically
interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligences
(Gardner 1993). MI has become widely
recognised and increasingly utilised in schools
throughout the 1990s. Interpersonal
intelligence is the ability to understand other
people: what motivates them, how they work,
and how to work cooperatively with others.
Intrapersonal intelligence is the ability to be
aware of and understand one’s own feelings,
strengths, weaknesses and overall behaviour;
the ability to set goals, strategies and achieve
them in order to reflect on personal learning
and benefit from it.
• whole person learning through emotional
literacy (Hunt 2000). Hunt’s dynamic
curriculum explores the core concepts of EQ
(Emotional Quality), IQ (Intellectual Quality)
and SQ (Social Quality) as the critical
competencies for maximizing performance
potential. The Emotional Literacy program
addresses the whole person unlike, for
example, standard programs on bullying, drug

awareness and self-esteem which tend to
address issues in isolation.

• Co-education claims to better socialize boys by
curtailing wild antisocial behaviour

The schools in the accompanying case studies
frequently mention these more affective areas as
being the most crucial elements for ensuring
success all with exceedingly positive outcomes
for boys.

• Boys in SS schools can strengthen ‘locker room’
behaviour and increase sexist attitudes
and behaviours.

What The Research Says
On Single Sex and Co-education
Historically, and on an international basis, the
majority of 20th century schools were
co-educational (CE). This is particularly so at the
primary/elementary level. Single sex (SS) schooling
was for the more affluent and was more common
at the secondary level. The 1960s and 1970s saw a
further move away from SS education at the
secondary and college levels. However the more
recent conversion by a number of single sex
schools to coeducation appear to have been driven
by financial crisis rather than by
educational philosophy.
The research into the advantages and
disadvantages of SS and CE schooling is
voluminous and varies greatly in quality.
Contradictory conclusions have been used to
support opposing policy recommendations. Mael’s
(1998) succinct review of the literature highlights
that the research:
• Makes it difficult to compare like with like.
Students from single sex schools are typically
from higher socio-economic areas and tend to
outperform co-ed schools. The validity of
comparisons comes into question as single sex
schools are also more selective and draw
brighter students.
• Doesn’t consider differences between and
within the sexes.
• Has focused on secondary schools or colleges
rather than primary.
• Compares effects from a whole school
perspective. Some of the presumed benefits of
SS schools could easily be obtained by means
of separate classrooms within CE schools.
Many generalizations and assumptions have gone
untested and uncontested. Whilst there appears to
be a slight leaning towards the benefits of SS
schools, research findings cover such a broad
gamut that it is too difficult to generalize. The
following provide a broad summary of claims
about developmental aspects of co-education and
single sex schooling:
• Co-education is not claiming pedagogical
superiority - rather it is a reflection of real
world social interactions.

• Students in SS schools are removed from
‘rating and dating’; hence being more serious,
studious and less socially pressured.
Outcomes from Single Sex and Co-ed Schools
For those who see inherent male-female
differences in the pace and style of physical and
cognitive maturation, learning and social and
moral development, schooling is best tailored to
each sex’s unique needs. To those who see malefemale differences as arbitrary, anything that
would nullify distinctions, such as CE, is desirable.
Some studies have found that the effects of SS
schooling appear more pronounced and less
ambiguous for females than for males. Students in
SS schools have demonstrated higher academic
achievement and education aspirations, even more
so for girls. Students in SS schools showed more
positive attitudes and behavioural outcomes, and
rated their schools and the quality of teaching
more positively than CE schools. SS schools had
greater teacher stability and a higher percentage
of teachers with advanced degrees.
SS schooling was found to be positive for females
in stereotypically male subject areas. Females in SS
schools achieved more in science than females in
CE schools with attitudes being more positive than
CE counterparts in maths and sciences. SS schools,
however, can fall into the trap of reinforcing
subject stereotypes and hence a possible
alternative to SS schooling could be enhanced
equity training for teachers. Essentially no
learning environment, SS or CE, can provide a sure
escape from sexism.

the more recent
conversion by a
number of single
sex schools to
coeducation
appear to have
been driven by
financial crisis
rather than by
educational
philosophy

Contrary to popular wisdom,

“...research conducted by US researcher
Dianne Hulse shows that boys in single sex
schools are less susceptible to social pressures
and have a more egalitarian attitude towards
women’s and men’s roles in society”
(Foster 1998).
In other studies boys in SS primary/elementary and
secondary schools were more likely to engage in
singing, poetry, drama and language. SS schools
were more tolerant of, and students were more
likely to select non-traditional courses.
Conversely other studies showed that CE had more
sex-stereotypic polarization of attitudes regarding
course subjects with boys being affected by these
attitudes even more than girls. Formal research
focussing on the conditions for increasing male
participation in female-stereotypic disciplines is
still very limited.
The Boys in Schools Bulletin
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Single Sex Classes within a
Coeducational Context
The advent of girls’ education strategies
encouraged a growing number of CE schools to
utilise SS classes and structures, predominantly in
secondary schools. Anecdotal evidence
(Watterston et al 2000) suggests that SS classes
within the CE context have begun to emerge in
primary schools particularly to address the issue of
motivating and engaging boys in education. There
is very little research from which to draw any
conclusions regarding single sex schooling in the
primary school. What research there is has tended
to be contained within specific subject areas.
Whilst declining achievement in a specific learning
area may be one reason for establishing SS classes,
other issues including behavioural, social and
emotional factors have generated interest in
this strategy.
A snapshot of findings throughout the last decade
focussing on SS classes found:

Separating Year
7 students
improved male
behaviour and
female
motivation and
academic
performance

• Separating Year 7 students improved male
behaviour and female motivation and
academic performance
• Gains both academically and in attendance for
minority males from homes without male role
models
• Boys’ self discipline improved
• Placing minority boys in SS classes achieved
demonstrable benefits, which have been
replicated elsewhere. However courts
disallowed such programs on the grounds of
sex discrimination.
• SS classrooms within CE schools can improve
female math performance

enhancement of academic learning. Boys in SS
classes were less distracted and more willing
to contribute during lessons and to take risks
answering questions.
Single Sex Boys Classes in Co-ed Schools
In my qualitative research on this issue I have
conducted a number of informal and pre-data
collection interviews with a range of primary and
secondary teachers, students and parents involved
in SS classes in Western Australia. The outcomes
achieved by Monee Ponds West Primary School’s
‘Cartoon Capers’ (also in this issue), support these
findings using a less structured SS
grouping approach.
The following trends are evident:
• Both boys and girls in lower secondary SS
physical education classes felt less concerned
with body image and performing in front of the
opposite sex.
• Students in SS health classes discussed issues
of sexuality more openly. Teachers felt that the
dynamics in the boys’ class changed
particularly as they didn’t feel the need to
‘show off’. Both sexes tended to take more
risks in their conversations allowing for greater
depth in discussions. Callista Primary School’s
experience provides a good example in
this context.
• Boys wanted to stay in their SS literacy classes
where lessons suited their learning styles and
engaged them in their areas of interest.
Assessment tasks focussed more on the oral
than the written. Girls’ achievement also
continued to improve, as their learning
environment was less disruptive.

• 8th Grade SS maths and science classes
• Teachers indicated that they were keen to
produced higher grade point averages, for both
participate in SS classes and had endeavoured
boys and girls, than CE classes
to research strategies and practices prior to
commencing. Whilst intensely rewarding,
• One review of research concluded that there
teachers of all boy classes generally felt these
was limited support for SS classes, and that the
classes were more difficult to teach that all
evidence was stronger for boys than girls
girl classes.
• A 3 year longitudinal study focussing on girls’
• Teachers felt that SS classes helped to improve
participation in SS physics classes found that
self-esteem as they worked towards breaking
girls gained more confidence and improved
down undesirable stereotypical behaviour.
achievement.
They also noted an increase in verbal skills as
• Tentative findings suggest that SS classes were
all boys’ and all girls’ voices are heard. Parents
having a positive affect on pupil achievement,
noted the impact of SS classes was reflected in
for both sexes
the happy and more relaxed demeanour of
their children who had developed a greater
• A number of studies have shown that teachers
sense of self worth.
thought that the establishment of SS classes in
CE schools was positive.
• Students tended to enjoy the opportunity to
• Research into SS schooling indicates the major
advantage offered is the quality of the learning
experience for girls, rather than the
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work in SS groupings and felt they were
achieving better results, were less distracted
and more confident.

• A small proportion of students did not enjoy
being part of a SS class. However many spoke
positively about the opportunity to work in SS
groupings whilst also welcoming the regular
return to their CE class.
It is important to note that these are comments
from schools where the planning, processes and
preconditions to establishing SS classes included:
extensive research and informed decision making;
students, teachers and parents having a choice as
to whether they would like to participate; and
involved intensive professional development and
leadership support.
A Structural Precondition?
While acknowledging the evidence that SS
groupings better accommodate the specific
developmental needs and interests of students,
Rowe (2000) warns we should not over-interpret
the effect of gender groupings. These findings pale
into insignificance when compared to teacher
effects, as it is teachers and their professional
development which makes the most significant
difference. Irrespective of the arguments
surrounding biological and social determinism,
those students who are taught by well trained,
strategically focussed, energetic and enthusiastic
teachers, are indeed fortunate. However, part of
successful teaching includes giving attention to
gender issues in a conscious effort to overcome
gender limitations and successfully develop the
potential of every student.

value of the views of teachers and parents, it is
only in more recent years that student perspectives
have been sought. Student views of school life
provide a different perspective on school
effectiveness than can be obtained from
achievement measures. See for example Boys’ Stuff
- Boys Talking About What Matters (Martino &
Pallotta-Chiarolli 2001) which provides a valuable
insight in understanding how what is happening in
the classroom shapes student outcomes.

2. Building Staff Relations. The ways in which the
‘gender regime’ is enacted in the staffroom as well
as the classroom, influences how teachers reflect
on and improve their practices. We need to
acknowledge how our views on gender impact on
the way we teach.
“What makes us think that we can do marvelous
work with students if we cannot negotiate some
basic and professional gender relations issues in
the staffroom?” (Pallotta-Chiarolli 1997)
3. Aligning Teaching and Discipline. How do
teachers consider implications of gender
construction and sensitivity both personally and
professionally and take account of gender in their
own teaching and disciplinary practices? Allard
(1995) puts forward the following points
for consideration:
• Which teaching practices, which assessment
procedures work well for which groups of
boys/girls?

• Masculinity is constructed as the antithesis of
What then is the role of single sex classes? Part of
femininity. Are boys’ negative comments to
Roew’s answer is that it can establish a structural
girls used to differentiate themselves as being
‘precondition’ for learning. Schools and teachers
non-feminine?
must also include in these preconditions changes
• Which teaching practices work to enable boys
to their teaching and learning pedagogies. These
to explore the ways in which this either/or
changes include a reflection on issues of gender
dichotomy informs their relationships
and learning styles to make informed changes in
with girls?
teaching and learning strategies. This in effect
means a commitment to strategic professional
• In what contexts, and for what purposes
development. It appears SS classes therefore, have
should single sex settings be used? How will
provided the impetus and one avenue, for
understandings and skills developed by
triggering these changes.
students in single sex settings be transferable
to coeducational groups?
Some Considerations for Schools and Teachers
• Of the teaching practices that have worked to
1. Broaden Decision Making. The involvement of
enhance girls’ education, which are of value/
students, teachers and parents in establishing and
relevance to education of boys? For example,
supporting the implementation of single sex
many strategies used to enhance girls’
classroom strategies is paramount. A recent study
experiences in science also increased boys’
conducted by the National Foundation for
participation, enjoyment and understandings
Education Research (2000) found that teachers
(McClintock Collective 1988).
were generally enthusiastic, positive and
supportive of single sex strategies. Where teachers • How are issues of different discipline practices,
difference often based on gender
had not been involved in the decision making
understandings, to be explored by male
process, they expressed a noticeably less
teachers, female teachers, with boys, with girls?
enthusiastic response. arguably not only teachers,
but also parents and students should be involved in
the decision making process. Whilst recognizing the

where teachers
had not been
involved in the
decision making
process, they
expressed a
noticeably less
enthusiastic
response
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The Right Reasons
As a result of the researched and anecdotal
success of SS classes a number of co-ed schools
have unsuccessfully jumped on the bandwagon
without giving due consideration to a number of
factors. Simply establishing single sex classes will
not produce the desired results. Essentially schools
need to be able to articulate answers to the above
questions with confidence. In a single sex
environment not all boys are equally socially
powerful. Hence not all boys will automatically
benefit from SS structures. The issue comes down
to matter of choice for students.

the real
enhancement
opportunity
offered by the SS
classroom is
their capacity for
social and
emotional
development
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“Teachers need to actually recognise the
gendered nature of the structures in which
they live and work and determine whether to
challenge or shape them” (Davies, 1993).

No ‘One Best Fit’
As a strategy single sex groupings need to be
presented positively to the school community,
particularly to students. A flexible approach to
establishing single sex classes is paramount. It is
important to acknowledge that there is ‘no one
Single sex classes are not just about improving the best fit’ for the way in which these classes are
literacy level of boys, or girls’ engagement in sport, timetabled within the primary or secondary school
or the impact that the disruptive behaviour of boys structures. As we are flexible and proactive when
has on the learning environment for all. These may tending to the needs of each individual student, so
too we need to consider issues of time, content,
be some reasons for starting SS classes but for
boys the real enhancement opportunity offered by whole school and teacher resources when
implementing single sex strategies, which are
the SS classroom is their capacity for social and
emotional development. Single sex classes provide unique to each classroom and school. All
stakeholders (teachers, parents and students) must
a different context for discussion on gender, the
have a choice as to whether or not they
explicit raising of issues related to gender and
participate. Ultimately, we need to empower our
attitudes, offering boys and girls new ways of
thinking about men and women and having equal students to make choices based on social,
intellectual and emotional integrity where
intellectual and social expectations of girls and
relationships and learning can flourish.
boys. To do this, same sex ridicule and rejection
must also decrease. SS classes have the capacity to
trigger improved tolerance for diversity, for
example boys’ participation in dance. However, in
all cases the skill of the teacher is the critical
Barbara Watterston
factor. Research into single sex classes does not
Barbara is currently the Director of Professional
yet go into this level of detail however the
Development and International Projects at the
indications from my interviews are that it
Fremantle Education Centre. Barbara has over 20
does happen.
years experience in education. Her doctoral
Success in a single sex class doesn’t necessarily
research at the University of Western Australia
mean success in a coeducational class particularly, centres around the critical issue of gender
if the social and emotional benefits are not
sensitivity and the impact this has on the teaching
transferred to coeducational settings. Research
and learning process. She currently manages a
evidence on this is yet to come however anecdotal team of over 20 professional consultants involving
evidence is very encouraging. Again, see the case
school, community and corporate sectors at the
studies in the accompanying articles in
local, national and international levels. She can be
this issue.
reached on 08 9335 5444.
It’s also worth bearing in mind that the
establishment of a number of single sex classes
was not the result of teachers’ desire to trial this
approach. Rather, it was the recognised needs of a
particular cohort of students, that provided a
springboard from which to consider implementing
single sex classes.
Teachers in single sex classes need not only to
understand and support the theory behind the
strategy, they also require time to critically self
reflect and modify teaching approaches
accordingly. After all, success is ultimately
contingent upon the quality of teaching and
learning supported by strategic professional
development. Consider this: why might the same
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single sex class with a different teacher not
be as successful?
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Boys In (and out of) Schools In Jamaica
Janet Brown reports on boys’
underperformance and related education
issues in the Caribbean islands.

early patterns of
“male privilege”
along with the
opposite
conditions for
females, in fact
contribute to
perceived
patterns of
greater
compliance by
girls with school
expectations and
thus better
academic results

A little Background Information on Jamaica
There are over 2.5 million people of predominantly African origin, with
minorities of Chinese and Indians from post-slavery indentureship of
agricultural labourers and later waves of more affluent entrepreneurs. Whites,
or mostly whites, who have been Jamaican for generations, make up a small
percentage of the population. Over a quarter of the population live in
conditions of poverty. There are concentrations of extreme wealth and a
shrinking middle class in a presently stagnant economy. Adult literacy (1996)
stood at 69% for men, 81% for women. Functional illiteracy among school
leavers is unacceptably high and appears to be growing.
Recent Focus on Boys
Caribbean research has only recently, within the last 12-14 years focussed on
the role of the father and on gender relations within the family, after the
Decade for Women fueled considerable research attention to the woman’s
role within the family and the wider society. Even more recently has attention
been drawn to the “underperformance” of boys in relation to girls within
educational institutions, beginning as early as Grade 1 and continuing in a
widening gap through tertiary.
The growing number of young males engaged in serious crimes has been one
of the factors calling for this examination of what social, economic and
educational factors are affecting boys differently from girls.
Percentage of Arrests
for major crimes (1997)

Males under age 16

Males 16-20

Murder

1.6%

22.5%

Robbery

2.9%

19.7%

Rape

2.9%

11.9%

Shooting

0.8%

29.6%

One qualitative study examined socialisation patterns in the three countries
of Jamaica, Dominica and Guyana (Chevannes 2001). The study found that
despite some minor differences related to ethnicity and class, the
socialisation of boys and girls are quite “gendered” in terms of the nature of
household chores, degree of parental supervision, severity of disciplining/
punishment, and expectations in relation to sexuality and its expressions.
Male Privilege
It is widely speculated (although not yet well researched) that the early
patterns of “male privilege” (meaning greater freedom and less supervision,
fewer home responsibilities) along with the opposite conditions for females,
in fact contribute to perceived patterns of greater compliance by girls with
school expectations (following orders, routines, completing work), and thus
better academic results.
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Enrolment
There is evidence of virtually equal enrolment of
males and females in educational institutions
around the Caribbean, beginning with preschool
enrolment which averages 75% for children from
age 4, lower for earlier ages. Jamaica’s enrolment
of 4-5 year olds stands at near 90%, and there are
no gender differences in enrolment. Except for
Haiti (at 67% in 2000), there is near universal
enrolment in primary education throughout
the Caribbean.

demobilized every year but who, unlike Caesar’s
army, are without land or pay and must fend for
themselves” (Chevannes 1999).
They are two to three years too young for the
school-leaver vocational training programmes of
the National Training Agency or the volunteer
National Youth Services who train and place young
persons in a range of basic skills employment. The
high youth crime rate and high rate of teenage
pregnancies should therefore provide no surprise.

However, enrolment and attendance are two
different realities. Data on the outcomes of school
cohorts of boys and girls who completed their
secondary education in 1996-7 shows that there is
a consistently higher attrition rate of males
(Chevannes 1999). Males who entered Grade 1 in
1986/87 had a numerical advantage of nearly
2000 over females. This cohort left Grade 11 over
2000 fewer males than females. This was as true
for the cohort that started five years earlier, as well
as five years later. It is a consistent pattern.

Lower Attendance
Another factor identified from the data was the
lower rate of male school attendance. In general,
attendance for both genders is lower in rural
schools than in urban (traditionally children
assisted their parents with crops and on market
days) and lower in all age schools than in primary.
But for boys, attendance is uniformly lower than
for girls from Grade 1 through Grade 9.

Of the group that started primary schooling in
1986/87, at the end of 1994/95 there were 5,500
female school leavers (23%) from all age schools,
and 7000 males (30%). These are “a veritable
army of 14 and 15 year olds who are, as it were,

Chevannes also points out that there is an obvious
gender bias shown in 18 of the subjects, i.e. at
least 3 times more of one gender than the other
taking exams in that subject; 7 of these subjects

This study has re-defined the issue of male
educational participation as one of underparticipation, rather than under-performance. More
“All Age” Schools
females reach the end of secondary education,
Jamaica’s school system must be factored in to this more sit final examinations for tertiary admission,
picture. Only a minority of children benefits from
and more in fact complete tertiary education.
private tuition preschools and preparatory
(primary) schools. The majority attends publicly
Tertiary Completion
subsidised community-based preschools, then
The University of the West Indies (UWI) serves
public primary school. At the end of Grade 6
under 5% of the age cohort within the Caribbean.
primary school, less than half of the age cohort go Jamaica is served by a campus of the UWI plus
to academic high schools (selected via
two other newer Universities, but less than 10% of
examination results) the rest attend lesser quality
Jamaicans complete a first degree. Of those that
secondary schools or “all-age schools”. The
complete, 70% are female (this figure obtains for
secondary schools are being slowly upgraded to
the whole UWI three-campus system).
high school quality offerings, thus expanding
possible routes to tertiary education. The all-age
Exam Results & Subject Choices
schools end at Grade 9. Unless children in these
schools pass an exam that qualifies them for high In 1996/97 CXC results (end of high school
school admission at Grade 10, they are at the end Caribbean exams, equivalent of School Certificate)
males performed slightly or clearly better than
of their schooling, at approximately age 15.
females in 19 of the 35 subjects offered; of these 4
were too marginal to be meaningful.
Fend For Yourself at 15 years old

data on the
outcomes of
school cohorts of
boys and girls
who completed
their secondary
education in
1996-7 shows
that there is a
consistently
higher attrition
rate of males
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were perceived as “male”, while 11 were
perceived as “female”.
Another study of students in Kingston high schools
provides evidence in support of the narrowing of
choices for males (Parry 2000). This trend follows
traditional socialisation patterns and adds to the
handicapping conditions that contribute to higher
male dropout rates, particularly when the subject
of English is increasingly perceived as “female”. In
the 1996/97 cohort, 8,829 males and 15,337
females sat CXC English Language; 24% of the
males achieved Grades 1 or 2 in the exams, while
33% of the females reached these grades. Since
the mastery of the English Language forms the
basis for achievement in many other subjects (and
University matriculation), this is a
worrisome trend.
There have been increasingly clear calls for
attention to boys education in Jamaica and
elsewhere in the Caribbean, as the patterns found
in Jamaica are echoed in other countries within
the region. What has not been sufficiently studied
are what are the most critical contributing factors
to the patterns we see.
• How much are socialisation patterns that
“predispose” girls to persist in their school
work as opposed to boys influencing the
outcomes?
• How much does the school climate itself
contribute? A recent study (Evans 2001)
suggests that boys are treated differently
throughout their school career by teachers.
They are disciplined more harshly, and meet
differential academic expectations.
• How much do economic factors influence male
drop out rates, since males are expected more
than females to assist themselves and their
families with income earning activities.
More research is needed, and urgently, to assist in
the planning and deployment of limited resources
to address these issues.

Janet Brown works at the Caribbean Child
Development Centre, University of the West
Indies. Email: janbrown@cwjamaica.com
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Assessing Boys Academic Achievements In England
In September 2001 the UK Department for
Education and Skills released their assessments of
students progress in Key Stages of learning.
A summary of this release is provided here.

National Curriculum Assessments of 7, 11
And 14 Year Olds, 2001
Introduction
This Statistical First Release provides information
on the achievements of 7, 11and 14 year olds in
England in the National Curriculum standard
assessments in 2001.
How to interpret the results
The National Curriculum standards have been
designed so that most pupils will progress
approximately one level every two years. Level 2 is
the level expected of most pupils at the end of Key
Stage 1; by the end of Key Stage 2 pupils are
expected to reach Level 4; and Levels 5 and 6 are
the levels expected of most pupils at the end of
Key Stage 3. When presenting analyses that refer
to ‘expected level’ at Key Stage 3, the
Department’s practice is to measure against those
pupils achieving Level 5 and above.
Key Points
7 year olds - Key Stage 1
• The percentages of children reaching Level
2 and above in 2001 in Key Stage 1 tests
by subject are as follows:
• Reading 84 %.
• Writing 86 %.
• Spelling 75 %.
• Mathematics 91 %.
• As in 2000, girls out-perform boys in all
aspects, the largest difference is in spelling
where ten percent more girls than boys
reached the expected standard.
• The percentages of children reaching Level
3 and above in 2001 in Key Stage 1 tests
by subject are as follows:
• Reading 29 %.
• Writing 9 %.
• Spelling 23 %.
• Mathematics 28 %.
• As in 2000, girls out-performed boys in
reading, writing and spelling but a higher
percentage of boys than girls reached Level
3 and above in the mathematics test.

11 year olds - Key Stage 2
• The percentages of children reaching Level
4 and above in 2001 in Key Stage 2 tests
by subject are as follows:
• English 75 %.
• Reading 82 %.
• Writing 58 %.
• Mathematics 71 %.
• Science 87 %.
• Girls outperform boys in English, reading,
writing and science by 10%, 7%, 15%
and 1% respectively. Boys, however, have
a 1% lead over girls in mathematics.
• The percentages of children reaching Level
5 and above in 2001 in Key Stage 2 tests
by subject are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

English 29 %.
Reading 42 %.
Writing 14 %.
Mathematics 25 %.
Science 34 %.

• Girls outperform boys in English, reading
and writing by thirteen, eleven and eight
percent respectively. Boys, however, have a
4% lead over girls in mathematics,
and there is no difference between the
performance of boys and girls in science.
14 year olds - Key Stage 3
• The percentages of children reaching Level
5 and above in 2001 in Key Stage 3 tests
by subject are as follows:
• English 64 %.
• Mathematics 66 %.
• Science 66 %.
• Girls have a 17 % lead over boys in English
and a 2% lead in mathematics. Girls
and boys perform at the same level
in science.
• The percentages of children reaching Level
6 and above in 2001 in Key Stage 3 tests
by subject are as follows:
• English 32 %.
• Mathematics 43 %.
• Science 34 %.
• Girls have a 14% lead over boys in English
and a one point lead in mathematics. Boys
have a 1% lead over girls in science.

For further information see: www.dfes.gov.uk/statistics/DB/SFR/
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Mental Health of Boys and Young Men
In the previous Boys
in Schools Bulletin
(Vol 4 No 2) evidence
was presented on
mortality rates and
major illnesses of
boys and young men.
In this issue data on
the mental health of
boys and young men
are featured.

Mental health covers a large area. Behaviours
ranging from stealing cars and assault to binge
drinking and making rude noises have been seen
as evidence of boys’ poor mental hygiene.
The markers reported here are chosen to provide
evidence of the pattern of mental health
difficulties being experienced by boys and young
men on a national scale.
Suicide Rates for Young Males
Suicide events, unfortunately, are not new.
However there is continual debate over how
seriously to take media reports of individual cases.
A group of leading researchers in this field
published their evaluation of suicide trends for
different age groups over the last three decades
(to 1997) in the Medical Journal of Australia. Their
graph for trends in suicides for 15-24 year olds are
reproduced here with permission.
Depression, Conduct Disorder and Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
The National Survey of Mental Health and Wellbeing published in October 2000 provided the first
reliable national data on mental health of 4-17
year olds. Information was collected on 4500
children from house holds across Australia.
As part of the survey of children 6-17 years old,
parents where interviewed by trained interviewers
using a structured diagnostic interview to estimate
the prevalence of depressive disorder, conduct
disorder and ADHD. Note: The report states that
because parents may be unaware of some
subjective destress being felt by children and
adolescents, then these finding may be an under
estimate. Alternatively, because only the
depressive disorder, conduct disorder and ADHD
scales were used of the Diagnostic Interview
Schedule were used it is possible that some
children in this survey might had been better
diagnosed with another disorder (for example
anxiety disorder or personality disorder).
Definitions Used in the Survey
Depressive Disorder (DD)
Children with depressive disorders fell sad, lack
interest in activities they previously enjoyed,
criticise themselves, and are pessimistic or hopeless
about the future. Thinking that life is not worth
living, they may contemplate suicide. They may also
be irritable and aggressive. They may be indecisive,
and have problems concentrating. They tend to lack
energy and to have problems sleeping.
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Conduct Disorder (CD)
Children or adolescents with Conduct Disorder
exhibit antisocial behaviour in the following areas
(i) aggression to people or animals, (ii) destruction
of property, (iii) deceitfulness or theft, and (iv)
serious violations of rules. They typical behaviour
of those with Conduct Disorder involves bullying,
frequent physical fights, deliberate destruction of
other people’s property, breaking into houses or
cars, staying out late at night despite parental
prohibitions, running away from home or frequent
truancy from school.
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder
(ADHD)
ADHD is defined as a persistent pattern of
inattentive behaviour and/or hyperactivityimpulsively that is more frequent and severe than
is typically observed in individuals of the same
developmental level. Children and adolescents
with inattentive behaviour problems make careless
mistakes with school work, find it hard to persist
with tasks and are easily distracted. Those with
problems in the area of hyperactivity/impulsivity
often fidget and talk excessively, interrupt others,
and are constantly ‘on the go’.

Graph produced from data
in Table 5.3 p20 Sawyer
et al. 2000
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Mental Health of Boys and Young Men
The authors make the following points on the
connections between mental disorders and
demographic characteristics
• With the exception of females with Conduct
Disorder, there was a consistent tendency for
mental disorders to be more prevalent in step/
blended and sole parent families and in
families with the lowest incomes
• There was also a general tendency for
disorders to be more common in children and
adolescents living with parents not in
paid employment
• There was a higher prevalence of Conduct
Disorder among males living in nonmetropolitan regions than those living in
metropolitan regions
Source: Sawyer, M.G. et al. (2000) The Mental Health of Young
People in Australia. Mental Health and Special Programs Branch,
Commonwealth Department of Health and Aged Care.

3. Recognise the costs of boys’ mental
health problems
Given the high rates of Conduct Disorder among
boys, and the possibility that the diagnosis leads to
further isolation, the long term costs and effects of
Conduct Disorder are important to note. In the UK,
the British Medical Journal recently published a
key paper outlining the costs of Conduct Disorder
to the community. The points they made included:
• Of children aged 4-8 referred with conduct
disorder we found that the mean extra cost
was ($45,069) a year per child (range $15,957
- $120,609)
• 31% of the cost was borne by families, 31% by
education services, 16% by the National Health
Service, 15% by state benefit agencies, 6% by
social services, and less than 1% by the
voluntary sector
They reported that Conduct Disorder:

Three steps to pay attention to young males’
mental health

• is strongly associated with social and
educational disadvantage

1. Notice where boys are
While there has been considerable discussion of
ADHD the high percentage of boys is often
ignored. A report from the NSW Department of
Health released this year found that Ritalin and
Dexamphetamine prescriptions have increased
ninefold over the last decade in NSW and that
boys are four times more likely to be prescribed
than girls.

• occurs four times more often in families with
unskilled occupations than in
professional families

Salmelainen, P. (2001) NSW Trends in the Prescribing of Stimulant
Medication for the Treatment of ADHD in Children. Paper presented
to ADHD in the Third Millennium - Perspectives for Australia.
Sydney, March 16 -18, 2001.

• is commonly associated with reading
difficulties and many children leave school
without qualifications or are
permanently excluded
• antisocial behaviour tends to persist: 40% of 8
year olds with conduct disorder are repeatedly
convicted of crimes such as theft, vandalism,
and assault in adolescence
• 90% of repeating juvenile offenders had
conduct disorder in childhood

2. Identify boys ways of showing distress
• in adulthood these individuals continue
There has also been more attention to depression
offending and have erratic employment
in young people recently. However again, the role
patterns in unskilled jobs, violent relationships
of depression in young males is less well
with partners, and few friends
recognised. In 1999 we reported on the work of
the Mood Disorders clinic in Newcastle which had • they do not participate in mainstream society
and remain socially excluded
found a surprisingly high rate of adolescent boys
with depression. In that interview, the co-ordinator Scott, S., Knapp, M., Henderson, J. & Maughan, B. (2001) Financial
of the program made the point that depression in cost of social exclusion: follow up study of antisocial children into
boys may be masked by acting out behaviours and adulthood. British Medical Journal 323:191-196.
that depression may be misdiagnosed in schools
as Conduct Disorder. He pointed out that the
Typical treatment approach for Conduct Disorder:
punishments, detentions, suspensions, or legal
interventions were markedly different from the
support offered to those diagnosed with
depression and would further isolate the young
males. (See Identifying Depression In Boys in the
Boys in Schools Bulletin Vol 2 No 2 1999).
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Australian suicide trends 1964-1997 for males and females 15-24

Reproduced with permission of The Medical Journal of Australia

Australian Suicide Trends 1964-1997 for Males and Females 15-24
In their paper the researchers make the
following points:

• Rates in females aged 15-24 years showed no
convincing rise

• Suicide rates in children under 15 years of age
have not significantly altered over time,
although the small numbers involved do not
lend confidence to rate estimates

• Among 23 Western nations, Australian suicide
rates for 15-24 year olds ranked fourth for
males and eighth for females

And they conclude:
• In the last three decades, when overall suicide
It is possible that a better understanding of
rates were falling, the suicide rate of males 15cultural influences and how to positively modify
24 years more than doubled
them might be relevant to suicide prevention.
• From a policy perspective, the most important (p141)
finding is that suicide rate increases since 1973 Cantor, C.H., Neulinger, K., & De Leo, D. (1999) Australian suicide
for men aged 25-34 years have paralleled
trends 1964-1997: youth and beyond.
those of 15-24 year olds
Medical Journal of Australia 171: 137-141

• It is unclear whether or to what extent the
suicide phenomenon in boys and young men
might be a cohort effect –
a “damaged” generation
The Boys in Schools Bulletin
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Educational Entrepreneurs
Rod Winston and Adrian Brand outline the
role of single sex classes in Middle School as
part of school renewal at Balga Senior
High School, WA.

classes of mixed
gender other
than the
“bottom groups”
who were
basically boys
classes based
on behaviour
not ability

Innovating To Better Address The Needs Of Boys
Balga Senior High School is in a low socio-economic area in the northern
metropolitan region of Perth. We currently have 465 students across Years 812. (Year 8 is the first year of High School in WA). The school has the lowest
socio-economic status in Perth which means that the Department of
Education allows us some extra differential staffing based on
recognised needs.
The issues in our school would be familiar to many educators. The problems
associated with our school community - transient student population,
dysfunctional families, truancies, suspension, alienation of students, staff
dissatisfaction, disaffection, minimal parental support etc - would be
experienced across all Australian education systems. What perhaps is
different about Balga is that changes have occurred within our school. The
aim has been to better provide for meeting student outcomes so they have
an opportunity to maximise their potential. One part of this is a movement to
single sex classes with a Pastoral Care based Middle Schooling philosophy.
Four Years Ago
A snapshot of Balga SHS in 1997 would have shown a metropolitan senior
high school with:
• a faculty based organisational structure which was curriculum driven with
pedagogies aligned to subjects.
• a school which revolved around teaching units of work and reporting on
units rather than students.
• a school with minimal student access to technology, hence widening the
digital divide for students.
• falling student numbers but increasing truancy, behavioural problems,
suspension and student disengagement.
• increasing staff dissatisfaction and absences.
• classes of mixed gender other than the “ bottom groups” who were
basically boys classes based on behaviour not ability.
• the equivalent of three full time teachers used to run a punitive, not
interventionist, management of student behaviour system.
• a very high population of Students At Educational Risk made up by a
culturally diverse cross- section of society (E.S.L, Ed Support Unit,
Aboriginal etc) including an off-campus district program for severely
alienated youth and an Intensive Language Centre for immigrants.
• staffing and student inequities in supporting small Tertiary Entrance Exam
classes and large lower school classes.
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“ Men in Green” project maintaining school bushlands

All Boys Food Clan

Pressures For Change

• the school organisational structure change

Combined with the internal school pressures for
change a series of external factors arose. These
factors were to be a catalyst for a major school
renewal program for Balga SHS and included:

• the school environment change

• Local Area Education Planning to rationalise
resources in our cluster. Balga SHS would
concentrate solely on VET programs in upper
school and there would be no intake of Tertiary
Entrance Examination students after 1999.
Other schools were close enough to pick up
the few students (14 in 2000) who wanted to
do TEE.
• a movement to Curriculum Frameworks and
Student Outcome Statements to replace
Unit Curriculum.
• increasing educational literature and exposure
to single sex classes from within Australia
and overseas.

• the pedagogic change
• the curriculum changes
Boys Ed
The focus on boys’ education fits into the
pedagogic changes which have been implemented
at Balga SHS. These changes had to conform to
system initiatives in relation to Values in
Education. These values are embedded in 13
overarching statements running through the new
WA Curriculum Frameworks and are the basis of
our pastoral care system. They include:
1 A pursuit of knowledge and a commitment to
achievement of potential.
2 Self acceptance and respect for self.
3 Respect and concern for others and their rights.

• professional development of staff using
teacher visits to community schools within WA
and Principals to SA and Victoria in 1998 and
inservicing by Rollo Browne and Ian Lillico for
staff and parents. This was part of our
proactive response to the challenges facing
the school.

4 Social and Civic responsibility.

School Renewal
The pressure of both the internal and external
factors led to the development of a new model for
facilitating learning at Balga SHS. In 1999 a school
decision was made to trial a Year 8 pastorally
based Middle School model in 2000. Essentially
each class would have a core teacher for English,
Maths, Science and Social Studies who would also
take pastoral care for that class. Rod Winston was
appointed as Deputy Principal Year 8 Middle
School (currently acting Vice Principal) and Adrian
Brand was appointed as Year 8 Pastoral Care
Coordinator (currently acting Deputy Principal Year
9 Middle School). We developed, with our team of
teachers, a model for the school renewal which
was student focussed but required the renewal of
four main areas:

Do the new structures put in to place at Balga SHS
help teachers to better facilitate learning?

5 Environmental responsibility.
Some of the key questions that we needed to
answer with respect to the change to a Values
Education system and in this case to single sex
classes were:

Do the students learn better?
Is Balga SHS better organised so that all students
aspire to and achieve improved outcomes?
What value adding does the single sex
classes give?

in 1999 a school
decision was
made to trial a
Year 8 pastorally
based Middle
School model
in 2000

What is realistic and pragmatic, and what is
idealistic in the school’s Values Education model?
What ensures that the students of Balga SHS are
able to aspire to, and achieve academic, social
and personal development outcomes at the
highest possible levels?
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Educational Entrepreneurs
The changes that have occurred in single sex
classes, we believe, could not have been
completed so successfully without the other areas
of school renewal as they complement and enrich
each other. The educational vision and planning by
the team and the Principal, Mr Merv Hammond
were paramount in establishing a new model for
total school renewal. To quote Mr Hammond

“What we learnt on our journey of school renewal
is that single sex classes are just one plank in our
platform of school renewal.” For the reader who
thinks that single sex classes in isolation could fix
their problems, you are sadly mistaken, albeit that
such classes are a foundation for improving
student outcomes.

single sex
classes, we
believe, could
not have been
completed so
successfully
without the
other areas of
school renewal

Structures
The Balga SHS initiatives in Middle Schooling
structures resulted in many changes. The Student
Services team had an increased profile and role.
LMS (Local Merit Selection) was an integral part in
the appointment of keen staff. We were conscious
of maintaining curriculum rigour and reducing
fractionalisation of staff. We built learning teams
which focussed on the whole student, with Values
Education as the cornerstone of Pastoral Care. In
establishing the Middle School it was paramount
that all staff were volunteers, keen and had access
to Professional Development. This ensured
common shared beliefs, philosophies and
strategies by the teaching staff. Collaboration was
an essential team process for all facets
of planning.
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34% had hearing, visual or health impairment that
interfered with learning.
5% were on daily ADD medication.
6% were in the Education Support Unit (Special Ed
class) which had 9 boys and 1 girl.
9% were in the Intensive Language Centre (a
number had come after release from Refugee
Detention Centres in WA).
3% have English as a Second Language.
20 students were Aboriginal.
The targeting and establishing of the boys class
was based on a number of factors that would
affect dynamics and learning. It also had
implications for other classes and staffing.
The Middle School structure incorporated a girls
class, and two mixed sex classes. As we focused on
boys, we were mindful of not compromising the
needs of girls. Specific options for the girls
included cottage craft, dance and drama classes
and in sport we reintroduced netball.
The most important lesson we had learnt from a
previous attempt at forming a boys’ class was
never to base the class on behavioural outcomes
as it created the proverbial “Class from Hell”.
It must be based on student outcome
achievement. Profiling had a big effect and our
class placements were very careful.

Pedagogy for Boys
After establishing a boys’ class, a girls’ and two
mixed
gender groups using the information gained
In Establishing
from profiling the cohort, we shifted our focus to
In establishing the new school philosophies it was
the pedagogic considerations for a boys group.
essential to comprehensively understand our
Professional reading, inservicing and our teaching
incoming cohort as they now were the centre
experience allowed us to brainstorm a core set of
focus of our school for 2000. In setting up the boys impediments to boys learning for our students and
class at Balga SHS, it was prudent to profile the
then arrive at some strategies to reduce barriers
whole incoming cohort of Year 8s. Diagnostic and
for boys educational progression. These included
MSE test results (WA benchmark testing), and
• a tendency for heuristic learning - discovery
recommendations from the Community Police
learning through making mistakes
Office, Nurse, Chaplain and School Psychologist
were used. Extensive discussions with feeder
• a need for tactile interaction
Primary School Principals and Year 7 teachers also
• a variety of set smaller tasks
provided anecdotal information and data. The
cohort leaving Primary School at the end of 1999
• specific goals and achievement stages
was referred to by some teachers as the “worst
• limited concentration spans
class ever” to come through their school.
Induction days allowed further observation of
• organisational shortcomings
students. This helped us identify possible groupings
of students and those who should not be placed in • a desire to succeed
the same class.
• a detestation of being nagged and over-supervised
Profile

By 2000 a clear picture of the cohort emerged.
We found that:
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78% of students were below the state norm in
English, 72% for Maths.

• opportunity for risk taking
• antipathy toward perceived feminine skills
(language, arts, sensitivity etc)

• embarrassment of sex and bodily function issues
• difficulty in articulating emotions
• resentment of authoritarian delivery
• a fear of failure
Some Recommended Strategies in Teaching Boys
From our experience and in trying many
approaches we have found that the following
are important:
i) Curriculum
• Scaffolded learning
• Structured and transparent delivery
• Relevant Curriculum
• Outdoor classes
• Student centred
ii) Methodology
• Practical activities
• Minimise teacher talk time
• Explicit step-by-step stages
• Repetition and rephrasing of instructions
• Empower them to lead, organise and do,
e.g. English students have a choice of the
text to study & speak about in class; in
Science, student-led groups conduct
experiments and explore concepts.
• Challenging tactile, dexterous and
physical tasks
• Use humour
• Interest specific texts
• More student discussion, less written work
• Allow for individual work time
• Organisational assistance including the use
of different coloured paper for each subject.
• Role plays
• Extrinsic rewards
• Acknowledge desire for competition.
We use all and any kinds of games to
involve students.
iii) Peer Dynamics and Behaviour Management
• Appropriate and positive male role
modelling. In particular we had to ensure
we reduced any negative role modelling
from teachers using intimidation, like
shouting at a kid then wondering why they
‘jack up’ on us. This issue was the focus of
a Year 8 staff meeting and professional
literature was provided. Some staff went
on ‘verbal judo’ courses to make them

more conscious of their language.
• Healthy relationships. This is a significant
issue. We organised a BBQ with parents to
meet them personally. The students were
individually interviewed while they were in
Yr 7 and they completed a literacy test. Our
teachers had 1:1 interviews with students
when they arrived in Year 8 to build their
relationship. We have a proactive program
for excursions and outdoor programs like
abseiling and other confidence building
courses. The idea is so we see the students
outside the classroom environment.
It requires a lot of collaborative
planning to support this approach.
• Address male issues. We needed to
explicitly address bullying and sexuality
and the appropriateness of language to
girls. In English & Drama, teachers focus on
related issues of conflict, sexuality &
gender issues through appropriate texts.
Although there is no formal peer support
structure, Adrian would ask Yr 12s to
counsel younger boys.
• Empathy. Parent contact means we
understand what’s going on at home. Some
kids cannot always spend the night at
home and may sleep on the street. We also
have a Breakfast Club to feed students
before school.
• Address behaviours not individuals. This
might be done at an individual, group or
class discussion. The emphasis is on “what
do we think of swearing at teachers”not
“what will we do about Johnny swearing.”

no one strategy
will work
in isolation

• Avoid humiliation (win-win conflict
resolution). We do not make an example of
particular boy by bawling him out in front
of his mates.
• Allow for time-out and cool down.
iv) Support
• Effective support systems. Our Student
Services team meets once a week and
involves the school-based Police Officer,
Nurse, Chaplain, School Psychologist.
• Involve parents and outside agencies as
partners: Family & Community Service,
Juvenile Justice.
There are numerous other strategies involved, such
as psychologically conducive paint schemes (we
have light blue walls), the use of graphics on
OHT’s .The important factor is to provide variety.
No one strategy will work in isolation.
A related initiative is the focus on computer
technology as part of core subjects. Balga SHS is at
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Educational Entrepreneurs
the cutting edge of On-Line Education and
eLearning - eminently suited to boys’ learning
styles. We’re pioneering Thin Client usage.
Considerable resources have been directed at the
inclusion of technologies, taking schooling to the
community and ensuring connectivity within the
New North Compact, a partnership between the
local communities and schools within the area.
There is also a very interesting story emerging in
the Education Support Unit, classes that
dominated by boys, almost 6 to 1. This year we
have actively recruited males to work in the
traditionally female dominated teacher assistant
role and have made some astounding progress
reflected in our retention rates, and improved
behaviour etc in this area.

without the
distractions of
female students,
the boys tend to
demonstrate their
individuality,
rather than going
along with the
crowd. They’re
less concerned
with “machismo”

Did it Work?
The outcomes from the trial of a boys class and
girls class in Year 8 , 2000, had far exceeded our
expectations when the program was reviewed.
Perhaps the greatest indicator of its success was
that in 2001, we set up four Year 8 single sex
classes (2 boys and 2 girls) at the request of the
teachers within the teams. The single sex classes
for 2000’s Year 8 cohort continued into Year 9
2001. In all, there were six single sex classes out of
eight in Years 8 and 9 classes in 2001. This will
extend in 2002 into the Year 10 class structure.

Staff Comments
We include some comments from staff and
students who have been engaged in the single sex
programs. These are on ways to engage our boys,
and about some changes they see
having occurred.

“We focussed on Pastoral Care. We were
determined to foster positive and healthy
relationships with our students. Their needs were
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“There are less MSBs (Monitoring Student
Behaviour) and referrals to the Deputy from the
all-boys class” A Brand, Deputy.
By developing closer relationships we could
provide a more conducive learning environment to
maximise student outcomes. A host of strategies
are used by Balga SHS to engage boys. “As a
Maths teacher I use the dart board, card games
and statistical analysis of the football and cricket
to reinforce numeracy skills.” L Wilkinson
Practical applications of learning are vital. One
Science teacher prefers teaching the boys class as
they’re more intrinsically motivated and curious.
“We have more discussions than written work,
and they’re always demanding more
experiments”. E Parker

Our S&E teacher is currently exploring and leading
a Cross-Curriculum Rich Task project in caring for
native bushland as an outside classroom. “Boys
thrive on the many fascinations and distractions
outdoors. Such a project enhances environmental
awareness and promotes active citizenship - a
value often lacking in contemporary boys. Team
work, organisation and leadership are specifically
targeted skills. ... Boys will participate more
without embarrassment when there are no girls
around”.
A Hew
There are a myriad of other very positive outcomes
which included:
Our Pastoral Care Coordinator and English teacher
stresses the importance of gaining the trust and
• a seven fold reduction in suspensions.
confidence of boys. “They tend to regulate their
• truancy is not an issue in the middle school.
behaviours amongst themselves. ... Without the
This particularly due to the pastoral care based distractions of female students, the boys tend to
approach in conjunction with the school-based demonstrate their individuality, rather than going
Police Officer.
along with the crowd. They’re less concerned with
“machismo”. Showing off is a constant source of
• dress code conformity is nearly 100%.
in class distraction in mixed classes. However in
• a massive reduction in behavioural referrals to the higher academically able mixed classes such
the program coordinators.
posturing is not a dominant factor”. Liz Bozich
• much more contented and satisfied teaching
Liz is also an advocate of Stepping Out strategies
staff who spend more time facilitating learning in her pedagogy. This uses goal setting in stages
and less time dealing with behaviour.
within a task. She utilises a number of Individual
• a more settled and receptive group of students
who are focussed on learning etc.
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not necessarily those of students at other
schools.” S Farnan, school-based psychologist.

Education Plans for behavioural and curriculum
problems. “I try to make the set tasks shorter and
more experiential for boys. Before I attempt to
teach, I nurture and cultivate a trusting rapport
with the boys. I try to get them onside. They
respond to that.”
Drama and English teacher, S Contrusceri, employs
role-plays as a specific strategy for boys. “They
become more aware that aggression is not
suitable for conflict resolution, and they learn to
express their emotions more appropriately. They
are able to discuss sensitive issues and, I believe,
they do it better than girls at times. I don’t have
the behavioural problems in class that come from
showing off “

What Do The Boys Say?
Jason, 15, claimed it had helped improve his
grades and attitude. “At primary school I was not
a good boy ... I used to muck around and get
detention all the time and I never did any
homework. Now I do homework but I try to finish
it all in class. ” He also said arguments and gossip
-which we have found are bigger problems in
mixed-sex classes - had distracted him from his
studies. Other Yr 9 comments include:

It’s cool. We do different things - Mark
Girls talk too much - Willie
We don’t have to do that sissy stuff - Hamid
I like it “coz” I’m with my friends - Jayden
Our teacher takes us out a lot - Jason
We get to play darts and cards - Ray
Snapshot
A snapshot of Balga SHS in August 2001
would show:
• An organisational structure based on student
needs - pedagogies aligned to students.
• A school which revolves around pastoral care
and behavioural intervention.
• A school which maximises student access to
technology thus closing the digital divide.
• Stable student numbers and student reengagement, with minimal truancy, reduced
behavioural problems and suspensions.
• Increasing staff satisfaction and feeling of
making a difference to students.
• Single sex classes across the whole curriculum,
apart from the top level of mathematics.

Single sex classes have allowed teachers to focus
on the needs of the cohort rather than general
skills teaching. It has made the process more
manageable. It nullifies cross gender problems
which had been extensive in the past - macho
bravado and manipulation that resulted in
playground fights of the “You’re looking at my
girlfriend” kind.
A Slow Process
The school renewal process at Balga SHS is
continuing. We realise that it is a slow process and
not all of the school community embrace the
changes. The success of a small step leads to a
growing understanding of the improved outcomes
from the change. Staff and students begin to
embrace the changes and it has a snowballing
effect upon the school population. In 2002 Years
8, 9 and 10 will have single sex classes who
receive different delivery styles in their learning.
It will not be for several years yet that we can fully
analyse all of our data to quantify many of the
improvements in student outcomes such as
sustained academic improvement, improved upper
school retention rates, improved civics/values
outcomes. We can however categorically state that
as part of our pedagogic reforms single sex classes
have very significantly reduced behavioural
problems within our school. We certainly hope
that it also translates in the long run into
academic improvement and the re-engagement of
boys in a lifelong learning process.

single sex classes
have allowed
teachers to focus
on the needs of
the cohort rather
than general
skills teaching

Adrian Brand (Acting Deputy Principal Year 9
Middle School) and Rod Winston (Acting Vice
Principal) can be contacted at Balga Senior High
School on 08 9247 0222.

• Teachers engaged in interventionist MSB
procedures and the reduction in class sizes
allowed by freeing up staff from
punitive duties.

Boys and Technology - a great vehicle for learning

Maths using card game
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Encouraging Boys to Value Reading
Alan McInnes describes initiatives to support
literacy at Kanahooka High School, NSW.

Kanahooka High is a comprehensive high school in the Wollongong district in
NSW. Total school enrolment is 732 students, many of whom are from lower
to middle socio-economic backgrounds. The school is situated in a suburban
area, and most students are of Anglo-Saxon extraction. Like many similar
schools, we are very concerned about what is happening with our boys.
An analysis of our long and short-term suspension figures indicates that
suspensions of boys far outnumber those of girls. For long suspensions the
rate is 11:1, while for short suspensions it is 5:1. Some basic research
undertaken at school indicates that boys are involved in about three quarters
of all misbehaviour incidents. It also indicates that boys rarely seek
assistance from the school counsellor or others when they experience
problems. Referral rates to the school counsellor show that less than 20% of
all self-referrals are boys.

boys are
involved in about
three quarters of
all misbehaviour
incidents

Boys also rarely qualify for Gold Merit Awards (which are the ultimate school
reward for good behaviour and progress). Of a total of 14 awards given out
in 1999, only one was to a boy. Academically, our boys underperform girls in
English at the School Certificate, and in almost all subjects at the HSC. An
analysis of our School Certificate results showed that in English girls gained
an average of 6.6 marks higher than boys, while in Mathematics boys
averaged 1.8 marks higher than girls.
Boys Literacy
Our English Language and Literacy Assessment (ELLA) test results give a
good indication of the problems we face with boys’ literacy. The ELLA test is
a statewide test given to all Year 7 students soon after they arrive at
secondary school. It tests students’ writing, reading and language skills. The
test is compulsory for Year 7 students, and schools can elect to re-test these
students when they reach Year 8. Our ELLA results indicate that our boys
underperform girls in all the areas of literacy which the test examines
(writing, reading and language) and that this underperformance is evident for
boys in both Year 7 and Year 8.
The greatest difference between the performance of boys and girls is in the
writing task where mean marks for our Year 7 boys were 6.3% below those
of girls and Year 8 boys were 5.1% below girls. In the language section of
the test, Year 7 boys’ results were 5.4% below those of the girls and Year 8
boys were 4% below the girls. Overall Year 7 results are consistently below
those of Year 8. We believe the reason for this difference is that the school
has developed a wide ranging literacy plan to develop students’ literacy skills
by identifying and specifically targeting areas of weakness. Thus there is an
improvement between Years 7 and 8 as Year 8 students have had the
opportunity to improve areas of deficiency.
The school has developed a three-year literacy strategy to address areas of
student underperformance. The plan has several features. It includes: staff
training in teaching literacy skills, specific programs like “reader of the week”
and “writer of the month”, an Aboriginal Literacy Development program,
study skills program and support teacher learning and library initiatives.
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Our approach to literacy has been to encourage all
staff, regardless of faculty to become involved as
teachers of literacy. School retention rates are low,
and many students leave at the end of Year 10 to
find employment in the local community. Any
progress in improving student literacy will assist
these students as they move into the world
of work.

rich literary environment and consequently many
of them do not develop reading skills and a love of
reading. Many homes lack suitable reading
materials for boys and many parents do not visit
libraries. Parents may not read stories or books to
their children or discuss reading with them. Boys
frequently prefer to play computer games or
participate in sport rather than read.

Literacy Focus

Designated Reading Period

In an attempt to address these problems the
school has introduced several initiatives that have
particular relevance to boys. The first initiative
involves nominating one teaching period per week
as a designated reading period. As the same
period is targeted each week across the whole
school the loss of a period is shared equally by all
subject areas. In this reading period we ask
teaching staff to ensure that reading is given a
high priority. All school staff who teach during this
period are involved in the scheme. There are 23
men on staff who teach during this period, and
who therefore promote reading to boys. No
Our four focus areas for 2001 are: Term 1 - ELLA
specific training is given to staff, rather they are
testing, Term 2 - creative writing, Term 3 - reading
encouraged to read material related to their
and Term 4 - dictionary and thesaurus work. At the
subject area, or books which they themselves
commencement of each term staff are issued with
enjoy reading. In general, staff have happily
support documents that outline the nature of the
accepted this reading initiative because of the
literacy problem we are trying to address and the
flexibility they have in choosing suitable reading
reasons we have targeted this area. Staff are also
material and also because there is general
provided with a range of classroom strategies,
agreement about the importance of reading to
which they can use to address the targeted literacy
improving student’s academic performance.
focus. Some examples of focus areas used
previously are: spelling, text types, comprehension, Teachers within the classroom use a great variety
of approaches. Some prefer to concentrate on
reading, punctuation and creative writing. We
coursework and choose to read a section of work
believe the benefits of this program are reflected
from the textbook, or invite students to read it
in the literacy “value added” which is shown in
aloud as a class activity. Other teachers encourage
the improvement in ELLA results between Year 7
students to find interesting articles or books on
and Year 8 (as described above).
the current topic of study and to read them silently
One ongoing area of focus which we target each
in class. In some faculty areas teachers may
year is the area of reading. This fundamental skill
choose to read entertaining short stories or articles
is an area in which our boys traditionally perform
to students. We encourage teaching staff to
poorly as demonstrated by our Year 7 and 8 ELLA
become creative and choose interesting books or
results. We realized that the lack of suitable
articles that they feel are particularly relevant to
reading role models for the boys was often a
their students. For example, science teachers may
major problem. For many boys, particularly those
choose a good science fiction book which will
from lower socio-economic backgrounds the
engage students’ interest, mathematicians may
significant males in their lives do not read much.
choose to read a biography of a famous
Often the environment in which they live is not a
In an effort to address the literacy needs of all our
students, but particularly the boys, we have
introduced a number of literacy strategies. One
initiative, which we believe has proved successful,
is our literacy focus program, which has run for the
last three years. Each year a careful analysis of our
ELLA results is undertaken to identify areas at
which our students perform poorly. These areas are
then targeted and become the focus points for
literacy development in the following year. Each
literacy focus is maintained for one term and is
actively taught by teachers in the classroom.

encourage all
staff, regardless
of faculty to
become involved
as teachers of
literacy
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Encouraging Boys to Value Reading
mathematician and so on. One social science
teacher chose to read his class a selection of
Australian bush ballads, while others read articles
about travel, and wildlife.

many students
did not bring
reading material,
many students
simply refused to
read, and staff
dissatisfaction
became an issue

This reading strategy has proved very successful.
Students have enjoyed the reading and staff have
made positive comments about it. The
improvement in ELLA results between Year 7 and
Year 8 has also been an indication of success.
Like many schools we previously ran a DEAR (Drop
Everything and Read) program. An evaluation of
this program led to it being scrapped for a number
of reasons including that many students did not
bring reading material, many students simply
refused to read, and staff dissatisfaction became
an issue as not all teachers had a roll group to
read to, and so escaped this “extra duty”.
The targeted reading program, as described above,
appears to be much more successful and relevant
to our needs, largely because it is integrated into
the regular classroom activity, and not simply an
‘add on’ program.
Reading Role Models
The second strategy was introduced in conjunction
with the first. It specifically targets boys, although
we believe it benefits all students. It addresses
the issue of lack of reading role models in
students’ lives. At our school the Principal and the
two Deputy Principals are male. It was felt that as
part of the reading initiative it would be very
significant if students could see these important
males as reading role models. The literacy support
group, (which is the committee that organizes,
promotes and manages the school literacy plan)
suggested that the Senior Executive should
become involved in promoting reading across the
school by actively reading to students. The senior
executive supported the concept and readily
agreed to participate.
Yr 7 Boys about to have a story
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Goosebumps
A major issue involved the selection of suitable
reading material. It was important for the senior
executive readers to choose material that students
would enjoy and material, which was suitably ‘boy
friendly’. One Deputy Principal chose to read a
story from the “Goosebumps” series while the
other chose a selection of short horror stories and
a very simple, well-illustrated rhyming book. The
Principal read some stories on a travel theme.
Each teacher chose one year group to read to and
then read to all classes in that year on a rotation
basis. Like the targeted reading period, this
program operates for one period per week for a
full school term of ten weeks.
While we did no formal evaluation of this reading
program we believe it was a great success. The
scheme has operated for the last two years and
will be implemented again next year. The positive
reaction of both boys and girls was very
encouraging. Students enjoyed the stories and
most reacted enthusiastically. They also liked
having someone different and ‘important’ visit
their classroom to read to them. They certainly
appreciated the break from their normal classroom
routine. Many boys enjoyed the boy-friendly
stories, which were selected. Some comments from
boys included:

“Reading is good when the story is interesting” Adam
“Reading is exciting, but sometimes it is dull” Matthew
“I’m Reading Roald Dahl and it’s a great story” Brad
“Reading is good because it’s fun and sometimes
scary. I read mostly every night”- James
We believe that the importance of the reading
scheme is that it demonstrates to students that

adult males can and do value reading. The hidden
message to students is that these busy people can
make time to read to them because they believe
reading is so important. Without exception the
three members of the school’s senior executive
enjoyed reading to students. Staff reaction is also
very positive.

and girls in English at the School Certificate would
be a major indicator of success of the strategy.

I have recently assisted in the establishment of a
Boys Education Committee within the school. We
are working on a number of projects, including a
mentoring scheme to assist the kids who are
having difficulty and who may be receptive to
some help and guidance. We are also looking at
“The reading period is excellent because it is
consistent. Kids know that during that period they examining our school rewards system to make it
more appropriate to boys and several staff
will be reading or read to, and it keeps staff
members are keen to look at the issue of
focused on reading.” Helen McPherson -Teacher.
underachievement by boys. These initiatives are
“The Senior Executive reading program is
areas for further development and we are hoping
important because it provides reading role models
that we can make some progress in addressing the
for students who may rarely see male readers.”
difficulties faced by boys in our school.
Pam Middlebrook- Head Teacher.
Broad Support
The main lessons we have learned along the way
Alan McInnes is Deputy Principal at Kanahooka
is that reading programs are more likely to
High School and can be contacted on 02 4261 4011
succeed when they have broad support from
across the school and when significant and
powerful people like Head Teachers, Deputy
Principals and the Principal work actively to
promote and encourage reading. Our advice to
other schools is to look carefully at areas of
literacy where students under-perform and use the
expertise of staff to identify strategies, which could
be implemented. The most effective strategies are
those which staff have a say in developing, and
which they are comfortable in using.

demonstrates to
students that
adult males can
and do value
reading

We do not believe that simple strategies like these
will miraculously improve our ELLA results or our
boys’ attitudes to reading, but we are hoping that
as part of a much broader literacy program it will
move students in the right direction. The longterm success of this strategy will be measured by
improved student performance in the School
Certificate and HSC examinations. In particular, a
reduction in the difference in marks between boys
Reading to Year 7
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Flame “Breaking Barriers” Dance Crew

Boys Can Dance
Bev Day outlines the gender inclusive Arts
curriculum at Ballajura Community College
in Perth WA.

Ballajura Community College is a government secondary school that opened
in 1995 and currently has 1750 students ranging from Years 7-12. The school
is organized into two campuses: a Middle School to cater for Year 7 to 9
students and a Senior campus for students from Years 10 to 12. The school
has been at the cutting edge of curriculum reform since its inception and is
committed to meeting the needs of all students. The school is in one of the
fastest growing suburbs of Perth approximately 20km from the city and an
estimated 4000 youths are currently living within the area. Up to 40% of the
families enrolled at BCC receive government income assistance and the
population is diversely multi-cultural.
The Arts model at BCC is unique because all students in the Middle School
Years 7-9 are involved in the Arts program. In Years 7 & 8 every student
experiences: Visual Arts, Dance, Drama, Music and Media. In Years 9 & 10
students select two Arts subjects from the five listed above to study. The Arts
staff, past and present, has worked to meet the goal of creating innovative
and gender inclusive curriculum. The success of this program represents the
incredible work of these teachers to tackle the hard issues and continue to
strive for excellence and inclusivity in the classroom.

boys are turned
off by the dance
experiences they
are given early in
life (ie primary
school)

This has been a challenge because the traditional Arts curricula, particularly
dance, was considered to be a female oriented subject by students. We
wanted to change this perception and to address these gender issues.
Research into dance curriculum in schools has found that:
• Dance is presented as a feminine domain
• The predominant style in traditional dance curriculum, Modern Dance, is a
female-gendered form
• Boys are turned off by the dance experiences they are given early in life
(ie primary school)
• Folk or national styles are the most disliked styles of dance
• Boys are simply not catered for
• In WA high schools it is rare to find any boys in dance classes.
So What did we Do?
We knew that in schools generally fewer boys were selecting subjects in the
Arts, and that Arts is an essential curriculum area to promote self-expression
and balance in their lives. We knew boys need to be encouraged to
participate in subjects where they can be expressive and help make sense of
the emotions and experiences. Boys do convert feelings into movement,
which is why Performing Arts, as a practical subject, is an ideal vehicle to
address issues in boys education. Research indicates that boys prefer a
‘doing’ curriculum that allows them to be physical, active, and positive.
Our aim was to provide curriculum that is gender inclusive and nonthreatening, so that our boys can participate fully. We looked for examples in
the wider community and through the media where boys were involved in
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dance as positive role models, and used these as a
guide. Popular music and video clips were a great
start as most clips involve both males and females
in choreographed moves. We avoided any music or
moves that could be considered ‘feminine’ and
tried to identify styles and choreography that
appealed to most students. These tended to be
street or jazz styles. We found that many boys like
strength moves that are physically challenging and
confirmed their masculinity rather than questioned
it. Students have the opportunity to participate in
the choreographic process and select both music
and movements that are liked by class consensus.
When choreographing class dances the confident
students tend to place themselves towards the
front of the class regardless of gender, less
confident students tended to join in at the back of
the room. By participating as a whole class,
students did not feel singled out or threatened to
join in.
When the school began in 1995 Dance was not
included in the curriculum, other than folk dance
through physical education. My colleague, Gary
Adamson, and I decided midway through the year
to cease our Visual Arts lessons (three hours per
week) and replace them with Dance and Drama
taster courses to provide the students with wider
Y 9 Boys Dance Class

experiences for that year. We gained some funding
to hire a professional dancer to assist us with the
lesson content and get us started. In 1996 we fully
implemented a equitable Arts model that had all
Year 7 & 8 students complete a compulsory
program experiencing each of the Arts subjects.
In these taster courses we have attempted to ‘ungender’ dance and create innovative curriculum
that allows the full participation of all students.
Dance styles are selected that are appropriate for
all students, usually based on Jazz or street dance
styles. In 1997 the newly appointed Dance
Coordinator, Kelly Dudney, had such a strong
rapport with students that they all seemed to love
coming to dance. She selected music that was
contemporary and reflected student’s tastes. Since
that time, this has been negotiated in class
through consensus, and tends to reflect the current
music charts. The classroom environment is both
safe and supportive. Ridicule of any form is not
tolerated and a ‘have a go’ attitude instilled in
the students.
Making the subject compulsory for all students
enabled the boys to avoid any stigma for selecting
the class because they knew that every boy in their
year group had to participate. Research into boys

we found that
many boys
liked strength
moves that
are physically
challenging and
confirmed their
masculinity
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Boys Can Dance
education has suggested that boys define what
are male roles by defining what are female and
ruling them out. By not presenting dance as a
female subject it had an immediate effect on the
boys acceptance of it. As mistakes are often
immediately visible in the performing arts it is
necessary to provide students with plenty of
support, and to create classroom situations where
no student feels singled out. Our Year 7 & 8
compulsory dance classes are mixed classes and
we have found that in this context this works well.
Once we had implemented the compulsory dance
classes to Year 7 & 8’s, we found at first that small
numbers of boys continued to select it into Year 9.
We tried to group these boys together in classes so
that they didn’t feel threatened by the percentages
of girls in the room. As the success of the program
continued, more and more boys continued to
select the subject into Year 9 & 10. The process of
grouping the boys together enabled us to watch
the numbers rise year after year in the subject. This
year approximately half of all our Year 9 Dance
students are boys; a statistic that speaks for itself.
This has enabled three out of the seven Year 9
dance classes to be created as ‘boys dance’.

in the ‘male’
classes
breakdance and
locking routines
are the primary
preference
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Mohamed (Yr 9) “I chose it to get better and do
like...championships or something. It’s good for
beginners, it starts off with easy stuff and you are
able to learn off each other.”
Brendan (Yr 9) “I thought it would be fun. You
learn all kinds of things and if you need help
(Bernie) can show you what to do.”
Single Sex Classes

In 2000 the number of boys in dance was of a
healthy proportion but our Year 9 Dance teacher,
Cora Day, was challenged by a growing diversity of
needs between the boys and girls in the class. The
growing number of boys selecting dance this year
provided us the opportunity to trial single sex class
groups, and present classroom projects that
directly meet gender specific preferences. The
process of grouping boys together began as a
protective strategy but has grown into an
opportunity to explore meeting the needs of a
single sex class and to resolve the issues
uncovered in the previous year. Our dance teachers
are all female, however, on occasions we have
hired male dancers to work with our classes and to
Why Boys Chose Dance
provide good male role models. We have actively
Jack (Yr9) “Because I like dancing and being
tried to find video or poster examples of boys
active. I don’t like sitting around. It’s good to learn
engaged in dance and try to immerse the students
new things and basically do your own thing. When
in this material. Many of these students have a
you’ve been taught something then you can
history of poor academic performance, behavioural
practice it.”
issues and are apathetic about participating in
Jason (Yr 9) “I’ve never done it before and thought classroom activities. In the Dance classroom they
it would be fun. You learn things you wouldn’t
Mostafa - doing a handstand freeze
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learn in normal classes and you can learn off.“
each other.”

Quotes on single sex classes from a group of
Year 9 boys:
“Good idea...its less embarrassing and easier
to work.”

for young males wanting to continue to dance in
their recreational time. We have formed a Gifted
and Talented Boys Dance Troupe. We believe the
Arts at BCC is having a positive and immediate
effect on the emotional and social development of
our students. The single sex classes provide a room
where active boys and girls can participate
without having to worry about what the other
gender thinks. In the turbulent adolescent years,
this has to be positive outcome. Through our
classes students are able to experience, explore,
express and reflect in a safe and supportive
environment.

The girls are less active and don’t really
participate enough.

At Ballajura CC our belief is that boys can dance,
they can be involved fully in the Arts - and they do!!

are eager to be involved and keen to learn and
demonstrate new skills. The single sex classes
enabled the school to allow for gender related
diversity within the subject. Whilst the ‘female’
classes still engage jazz styles, they have also
included modern or more classical moves. In the
‘male’ classes breakdance and locking routines are
the primary preference.

“There’s no interference, we all have the same
interest. Everyone that breakdances is in the
one class.”
Outcomes
Through their participation in Dance the boys
experience success and improve their perceptions
of themselves as learners. Their involvement in
class is encouraged by healthy competition and
peer based learning. In some instances
participation in the special boys dance group has
become dependant on improved behaviour in the
student’s mainstream classes and used as an
incentive or reward for their good work. Teachers
have made comment about how good it is to see
some of the more difficult students really
motivated and engaged in their dance work. It has
enabled them to see the student in a new way.

Bev Day is Arts Team Leader at Ballajura
Community College and can be reached on
08 9262 7736 or 0402 289 296. Please contact Bev
for reference on research into Dance Curriculum
and participation in schools. Particular thanks to
Judy Hendrickse, Dance Coordinator and Julia
Laird, Dance Teacher
Steven doing a one-handed
handstand freeze

The positive outcomes of our Performing Arts
Curriculum at BCC are the numbers of students
(male and female) selecting to continue to study
dance into Year 9 and 10 (over 140), the general
enthusiasm and success of the students involved,
and the visible performance work of these
students. The students perform as assemblies,
Dance Teachers Association festivals, the
‘AWESOME’ Perth International Arts festival and
other school related events.
Another feature of the program is that it has
moved out of the classroom and challenged male
stereotypes and cultural attitudes in our direct
community. Where once dance was considered a
‘feminine’ subject the numbers of boys involved in
the program have forced students to reevaluate
and define this subject. We have such a healthy
dance program and boys dance troupe that even
more students have tried to get into these classes.
We have boys lining up to be involved - a concept
that many Dance educators have long given up on.
Demand is now such that the local community
center is now supplying facilities and extra tuition
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‘How To Be A Man’ - The RAGE Project
Ivan McKinnon outlines a Year 9 pilot
program at Diamond Valley College to make
an early intervention into boys’ anger and
extend their emotional vocabulary beyond
“good” or “pissed off”.

Diamond Valley College is in Melbourne’s leafy north-east. College
enrolments are increasing but presently stand at just over 600 students from
residential and semi - rural areas. The student population is overwhelmingly
from a white Anglo Saxon background. Some of our families would be
regarded as wealthy but there is a significant and fast growing number
receiving the means tested Educational Maintenance Allowance to cover
school related costs.
Brooding Anger
As student welfare co-ordinator, I had been aware of the issue of boys’ anger
for a while. Like most who work with young people, I come across lots of
young males who are angry. At this school, the anger rarely presents in the
form of the physical in-your-face ‘angry young man’. Very few of those I meet
are violent or criminals and we don’t suspend a lot of boys for angry
misbehaviour. There is no identifiable ‘angry group’ in the schoolyard.

to talk to
boys about
themselves and
their families
reveals the
brooding anger
many of
them hold

Anger is most visible in boys from Years 7 to 10 as they are the most likely to
be disruptive in class, or abusing substances, or more commonly apathetic.
Overwhelmingly, it manifests in the form of boys who drop out of school, or
who lack direction and self esteem. To talk to boys about themselves and
their families reveals the brooding anger many of them hold.
There never seems to be enough of them who are acting out so badly that it
warrants a special program, just for their needs, but there is enough anger,
shown by enough boys, enough of the time, to present a real issue. As it is,
the only boys who are referred for counselling are the ‘bad’ ones, or those
who become disturbingly quiet. Yet many ‘good’ boys are angry for what
seem like significant periods of time, or ‘fire up’ for no apparent reason. These
boys are rarely given the chance to examine why this happens.
Family Separation
My guess as to why this occurs is that at least part of the answer lies in
family separation and the consequent absence of a meaningful link between
boys and their fathers or other significant older males. Together with the
adjacent Primary School, the college conducted research into the effects on
our students of family separation. One of the outcomes of poorly managed or
acrimonious family separation is unresolved anger in the children. This kind of
anger is not always immediately apparent but is there all the same. As a
result of this project we developed a college response to this issue and as a
result altered a lot of our school - parent protocols. A summary of the
Parental Separation Project Report is available (see below).
In 2000 I saw approximately 150 students, 60% of whom were boys. Of those
I had for more than 10 sessions, about 75% were from separated families.
This year I estimate is that about 80% of all students I see are from
separated families.
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Unsuitable

No Shades of Grey

I knew I wanted to do something about this but it
was a matter of finding the right opportunity to
involve the boys. When I rang around to locate
available programs I found that anger
management sessions were for men or for hard
cases and occurred in distant suburbs mostly at
night. These were not suitable for the teenagers I
was thinking about.

I recalled a significant comment from a counsellor
that in her experience of working with men, not
only angry ones, in her private practice, that when
she asked them how they were they responded
with either “good” or “pissed off”. No shades of
grey. A pretty thin emotional vocabulary. It seemed
to me that a few boys are frustrated all the time.
Many more are unable to cope with their emotions
now and again, But when they can’t deal with
their feelings, look out.

The opportunity came when Berry Street, a local
community services provider, gained funding for
our Year 9 girls to participate in a special program
called ‘Bold Bodies’ where they went off to the
gym and did something mysterious and fun. So
when it was arranged that the 35 Year 9 boys do
something at the same time it did not seem all
that big a deal to them. It was just something that
the Year 9s were doing over the next three weeks.
Early Intervention
Through the college’s connection with Berry Street,
I met Paddy McVeigh and Fraser Gough of the
“RAGE” project. They had worked with groups of
men who had anger problems. Some of these men
had been required by the court to attend sessions
and others came via outreach work. Fraser and
Paddy could see the advantages of early
intervention work in schools but their material and
experience was not directly applicable to the
middle level of secondary schools. They had the
expertise and I had the teaching experience. It
seemed obvious that we could work together if we
could find some common ground. We were going
to do something, but what ?
Throughout the planning sessions, two things
stuck in my mind. Firstly, I didn’t want what we
came up with to be ‘wanky’ where the boys did
what we asked just to patronise us. Secondly,
anger is a slippery thing. It was obvious that the
nature of anger was not the same for all boys and
did not stem from the same root cause in each
case. Exactly what were we dealing with? Was
anger the cause, or the symptom? Either way,
what was certain was that boys were often out of
touch with their feelings.

That was what I was observing in these boys - the
lack of self expression. Why, I am not sure. I was
thunderstruck when I figured that out. As it turned
out, what was a realisation to me was old hat to
Paddy and Fraser. But it was this inability of boys
to express themselves that we focused on and
which brought our approaches together.
Boys Investing in Themselves
The request for parental permission for the
students to participate invited the boys to “invest
time in themselves” and to “think about some of
the issues facing them as maturing young males”.
To the Year 9 boys themselves, the sessions
became fondly known as ‘How to be a
man’ classes.
The time available was one double period per
week over 3 weeks. The material had to be in bite
size chunks, and interesting enough to engage
them all for 95 minutes at a time The tricky bit was
to draw out their uncensored ideas so that they
could look at them.
Here is a very brief outline of the kind of content
we employed. You’ll find nothing that is spellbinding, however a deal great of the best of what
happened was spontaneous.

for our Year 9
girls to
participate in a
special program
called ‘Bold
Bodies’ where
they went off to
the gym and did
something
mysterious
and fun
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‘How To Be A Man’ - The RAGE Project
Session 1. How do you become a man?
• My Hero - Name two men who are really
important to you. What sorts of qualities do
you like in this person?
• Assemble the perfect man - taking bits and
pieces from all of the ideas the group has put
forward. What sort of job does he have? Where
does he live? Is he married? What sort of car
does he drive? Clothes? How old?
• Assemble the worst man - clothes? What food
does he eat? Hobbies?
• Does anyone know a man who meets all the
requirements of the perfect man?
• In your head think about where you stand in
between the two.
• Where do these ideas come from? i.e. big
muscles better than little ones ? etc.
• Using scissors, butcher’s paper, glue and an
assortment of old magazines each student
creates a collage of a man, the sort you want
to be.

does anger
always lead to
shouting,
physical stuff or
get out of
control?

• Use a pen to write any aspects that you could
not include because you could not find the
right kind of images e.g. Is he honest?
• Would anybody like to talk us through
their picture?
• Video of an Aboriginal manhood ceremony. In
‘our’ society, how do we know when we are
a man?
• Draw a timeline of events, ages,
legal privileges.
• Student Welfare Counsellor’s door is always
open for questions.
Session 2. Men’s Emotions
• Large picture of Max Hudgen, the young St
Kilda footballer who cried after his team lost a
football match. At that time this was the focus
in many media outlets for days. Statistics of
number of calls made to 3AW on talk-back
radio. Group discussion.
• Feelings cards, feelings charades.
Draw a card out of the pack and act out the
emotion. Why are some emotions harder to
present than others etc?

• Anger
Discuss the progression of feelings on the graph.

Calm

?

Anger

?

?

?

What happens? How do you know when you
are at each stage?
What does calm feel like? How do you get to
be angry?
What happens after anger?
Students set out the next steps. Some calm
down, and some go further.
If someone gets angry, or really down, how can
friends help? What are the options for the
person’s mates?
Who do you know who loses it and what must
be going on with them?
Does anger always lead to shouting, physical
stuff or get out of control? Some anger is
expressed in a different way.
Anger is natural. It happens all the time.
What’s the best way to handle it?
What excuses do people make about being
angry? How some men really avoid the issue of
confronting their own anger.
Session 3: Relationships between men and
boys, women and girls: Reality and compromise
• Collage - your ideal woman. (same procedure
as in Hero lesson 1)
Gather ideas onto whiteboard. Her age, car,
hobbies, single or married, children?
Construction of inner characteristics,
personality traits - What is it like to be around
her? Does she make you laugh? Does she do
stuff that you like or that she likes? What sort
of conversations do you have? Is she kind
or not?
• Reality check
Does this person exist? What bits of this
person do not exist? Have you ever met
anyone like this? What were they like to be
around? Would you be with this person when
you are sixty five?
Small groups- what is she going to want in a
relationship?

• Compromise - what are the top 5 factors?
Working in pairs, draw out 2 more emotions.
How does compromise work?
Act out a conversation between two men. Each
has a different emotion to the other.
What happened?
Mimes of emotions but this time wearing a
The thing which surprised us most of all was that
mask provided (white neutral mask). Discuss
the sessions worked so well. At the end of the 3
especially how can you tell if somebody is
weeks not all the boys were changed nor the
depressed and how do you know if you are
angry ones docile, but they took to the material
depressed or angry? What do you do? What do and completed their tasks well. I don’t think that
you say? How do you get from one emotion to
another e.g. from anger to calm?
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such a short program could result in major lasting
changes in the boys but it had some positive and
immediate effects.
The boys were a lot more willing to sensibly
discuss difficult and confronting subjects and
critically listen to each other’s point of view.
Indeed, they showed that they enjoyed doing so
and many were willing to compromise and back
away from opinions that they had held previously.
A pleasing outcome was that they were more
willing to own and develop opinions instead of
just putting forward the prejudices and cliches that
they had held at the start of the sessions. This is no
mean accomplishment given the subject matter
and it made us more optimistic about the
possibility of successfully developing the
program further.
The boys put forward some awful ideas at times.
As you can imagine, some of their concepts and
manner of talking about girls were disgusting and
just plain wrong. When things got challenging, lots
of the suggestions and comments were made for
the entertainment value, for the audience. This had
to be handled very carefully.
From the start we avoided having the students say
only what the adults present wanted them to say,
but equally we did not want the sessions to
degenerate into an ugly reinforcement of shallow,
sexist, even angry reactions. Nearly all the boys’
ideas were put on the board, or openly discussed.
The group had to own what happened, it was their
group, their ideas. Here are three examples
of discussions:
Screwing Around
Paddy: “So would you get married?
Steve: “Yeah! I’d still screw around though.”
Paddy: “And what about your wife?”
Steve: “What about her?”
Paddy: “Would she screw around too?”
Steve: “No way. She’d get enough from me!”
Paddy: “So you could go with other women and
she’d be happy to wait for you?”

Students:“Yeah.”
Fraser: “Does anyone know this man, besides me
of course? No? Let me know if you meet
him will you? The man who has all
these things.”
Student:“Not all of them. ... You can’t have all of
them can you ?”
Fraser: “So, where did you get these ideas from?
Which ones are realistic?”
Slab A Day
Paddy: “What about you Mick? What’s your real
man like?”
Mick: “He drinks a slab a day, he’s got tatts all
over his arms, he’s got a Commodore SS
and likes AC / DC.”
Student:“I know him, that’s Jenko from the footy
club. He’s stuffed.”
The classes were full of laughter and jokes and to
my knowledge no-one was ever made to feel bad.
Some individuals were uncomfortable at times and
we make no apology for that. To our surprise, on
many occasions boys recanted from what they had
said, “Nah take mine down and write up what
Alan said as number 10.”

he drinks a slab
a day, he’s got
tatts all over his
arms, he’s got a
Commodore SS
and likes AC/DC

It was pleasing to see that in discussion over the
course of three weeks, the boys started more and
more to search for words which accurately
reflected how they felt and after a while this was
seen to be the thing to do. “Ooooh, good word
that one.”
Contradictions
In debriefing later, Paddy, Fraser and I agreed that
the boys withdrew their comments because once
they were out in public view and questioned by
their peers, the contradictions inherent in their
beliefs were obvious and they found they did not
like anymore the sound of what they had said. This
would not have happened if the boys had merely
been putting forward the first smart arse
comments that came into their heads.

One of the best moments for me was the time
when Andy, who was the most reluctant
Steve: “Well, if I loved her I wouldn’t go with
participant of the lot, was asked to explain his
other women would I?”
collage of a woman. He described what he had
Paddy: “So it would be better if you both didn’t go included and got the laughs he wanted. There was
one particularly gross bit of what he had
off with others, would it?”
produced. Half way through explaining why he
Steve: “Yeah, course.”
had included it, Andy became very embarrassed
and went bright red. “I didn’t really mean it. I
Real Man
don’t really think that. I did it for fun.”
Fraser: “So a real man is employed, is as a tradie,
You had to be there to see the effect. There was no
follows the football, has a late model
covert authoritarian atmosphere in the room that
Porsche or Ford SR 8, has a Hulk Hogan
physique and a beautiful girl on each arm, forced him to shrink back from his collage. The
atmosphere was non-judgemental. Andy shrank
is that right?”
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‘How To Be A Man’ - The RAGE Project
from his collage all by himself, not because
anybody wanted him to.
Why did the Program Work?
The key ingredients were
1. The girls did something at the same time. We
weren’t just singling out the boys to ‘do a job
on them.’
2. They were able to say things in a forum where
there were no girls but which also prompted
examination of their ideas.

the part of the
program on
being male and
on relationships
could be run
by teachers

Restrictive Emotionality
The RAGE Project conducted a pre and post
evaluation of their wider community program and
found there was a statistically significant decrease
in scores relating to ‘restrictive emotionality’.
However these changes were somewhat smaller in
the shorter school based groups than the
differences observed in the 12 week communitybased groups targeting boys on managing their
own anger.
Teachers’ comments included:
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The boys don’t seem to have the same sort of
conflict now, it’s the girls who are having the
conflict on the buses and things ... the boys seem
to have settled down, they seem to have worked
themselves out pretty well, I find.

Next Time
If we find funding and tackle this subject again,
3. Paddy and Fraser were outsiders, not teachers we would change a couple of things. We would
(although I sat in on the sessions and joined
extend it to 6 weeks and include subjects like the
in) so brought with them no baggage as far as effects of parental separation on the family and
the boys were concerned. The part of the
explore some of the issues the are raised
program on being male and on relationships
spontaneously by the sessions. At the closure of
could be run by teachers, but to do the section the program, we would send a note to parents
on anger it would be important to be briefed
describing what we had covered and suggesting
by someone with the expertise of Paddy
that it may be an opportunity for them to follow
and Fraser.
up as a family. We would make sure that the coeducational Health classes could explore some of
4. Fraser and Paddy were accepting of all ideas
the issues raised, or even as some of the boys
and were not fazed by them. They had heard
them all before. They used humour to leach out suggested, run the group for an extended period.
potential ugliness when necessary but still
When do Boys Really Start to Talk?
encouraged questioning by the group.
You may feel that opening up such issues over
5. Group cohesion was quickly established so
such a short period of time could have been
that peers had a sense of ownership. The tasks counter productive. That the boys may have
and guidelines were established by ‘us’ but the completed some tasks and discussed a few things,
work and discussion was ‘theirs’.
but to what end? The questions for me were:
At the end of the session, the boys got a certificate • Where and how do boys really start to talk
and a black T shirt with a white eye printed on it.
about themselves and think critically about
Afterwards no follow up was done. I did not
what they feel?
expect to find evidence of improved behavior
• What way is there to approach such subjects
because this was ‘early intervention’. These were
without alarming them with the prospect of
not boys who were out of control or a group
counselling, or preaching at them?
targeted for anger management. Looking back,
this was certainly ‘early intervention’. It opened up Perhaps worse still for the well - behaved ones,
lots of possible avenues that could be taken up in there is no prospect at all for them to “invest time
other classes and in other ways. For example:
in themselves”.
What do girls like in boys? How do girls think?
The sessions were good. At the end, more of the
boys were not just “good” or “pissed off” and
How do you talk to girls?
they could begin to tell you why.
If you walk away from a fight are you a wimp?
Do you get most of your ideas from your Dad?
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They appear to be more respectful. Although that
process appears to have been beginning before
the RAGE project ... that seems to have
accelerated it.

Ivan McKinnon can be reached at Diamond
Valley College on 03 9438 1411
Berry Street is the largest independent provider of
child and family welfare services in Victoria and
can be contacted at 03 9434 1111. The RAGE
project (Responsive Adolescent Guys Education) is
a community and school groupwork program for
adolescent boys who had experienced or
witnessed domestic violence, or who were at risk
of being violent themselves.
A summary of research findings from the Parental
Separation Project (2000) is available for $5 from
Ivan at Diamond Valley College, Hurstbridge Rd,
Diamond Creek VIC 3089.

‘Lead On’
Teaching the basics

Heather Evans, Chris Howell, Rob Rigato describe
the leadership programs at Trinity Grammar
School, Melbourne, and the need for boys to
understand a model of leadership that serves
those they lead.
Trinity Grammar School is an independent
Anglican boys’ school with almost 1200 students
from Early Learning Centre to Year 12. The school
has its main campus in Kew, a sporting complex in
nearby Bulleen, and an outdoor education campus
(Leppitt) in central Victoria.
Like most schools, we structure opportunities for
our boys to develop their social skills and we
consider ‘Leadership’ as an important sub-set of
these group skills. We see leadership in all those
actions which maintain a group and move it
towards a positive common goal. Given our belief
that leadership behaviour is learned, not inherited,
we treat leadership as one very important aspect
of inter-personal intelligence. Once we believe that
we can grow leaders, we are no longer constrained
to treat leadership as a limited resource. Instead,
we can set out to establish (in parallel with our
academic curriculum) programs in the affective
domain which add value to the leadership skills of
our boys.
The Circle of Leadership
All Year 6 boys are responsible for a buddy in Prep
or Year 1 while the boys in Year 5 are linked with
those in Year 2. These classes meet for one lesson
each fortnight.
This year, we are piloting a ‘Science Buddy’
program under which one Year 7 science class is
working with a Year 2 class for one lesson
each fortnight.
Year 8 boys are developing a program where they,
too, give support to boys in the middle primary
years. So far this year 80% of the year level, about
120 boys, have spent half a day assisting with
sporting activities such as umpiring and managing
junior teams.
Towards the end of Year 8 more than a third of the
cohort volunteers for one day’s training as Cross-

Age Tutors. Once they enter Year 9, these boys are
called upon to give service in Junior School
classrooms, on sports days and during Year 5 or 6
camps. In 2001, boys helped on scheduled sports
afternoons for the Junior School, at the Swimming
Sports and the Athletics Carnival. Another 22 boys
assisted at the Year 5 & 6 camps for three
days each.
At the end of Year 9 about the same proportion of
volunteers (but different individuals) undertake
training to prepare them as Peer Support Leaders.
At the start of Year 10, they begin working with
boys who are making the transition from their
primary years into Year 7.
During each of Years 7 to 10, all boys attend a
one-week outdoor education camp. The philosophy
of this camp builds a strong personal development
theme upon a foundation of sound skills and
challenging experiences. Having completed their
core requirements close to half of all Year 10 boys
(60 in 2001) volunteer for an intensive residential
training course to prepare them as leaders in the
outdoors program for the younger boys
(see below).
All boys in Year 11 are required to participate in
‘Resilience Day’ where they are challenged by a
series of corporate and personal development
exercises in an outdoor setting. At the end of
Semester 1, a further two days are set aside for a
series of core workshops we have called “Towards
Leadership”. Following this, nearly half of our Year
11 boys go on to volunteer for a workshop which
examines group skills and leadership from the
perspective of the Myers-Briggs Type Inventory.
In the latter half of Year 11, the formal takeoverhandover of senior responsibility continues with a
process of “Passing the Baton”. By the end of this,
boys are appointed to a range of traditional
designated positions - School, House or Activity
Captains - in time for the start of Year 12.
The circle closes when the most senior boys, led by
their School Captain, roster themselves to read to
the very youngest children in the Early Learning
Centre and to assist with their physical
education activities.
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‘Lead On’
Retrospective Recognition
Where we have differed from most schools during
the past eight years has been in our retrospective
recognition of our senior leaders (similar to the
national honours system: service must be rendered
before a medal is awarded.) At Trinity, we
recognise a boy as a School Senior, Officer or
Prefect in the latter half of Year 12 only after he
has exercised effective leadership. Approximately
one third of the boys are recognised in each of
these three categories.
People who are not familiar with our process
sometimes ask whether giving recognition to
so many boys devalues the award. We find that
retrospective recognition is more effective in
building skills in the affective domain in that it
allows for growth and change. It gives a positive
incentive for a boy who did not begin the year
with a formal role (such Captain of Debating,
Football or his House) to become proactive and
exercise leadership by moving a group forward.
It also encourages a boy to sustain his effort, even
after his appointment to a formal role, because
this ultimate recognition is not automatic.

the student
leader is the
primary manager
of a group of six
middle school
boys for an
entire week

A Flagship Program
Our most effective leadership development
program takes place in a residential setting. For
more than 20 years, boys from Years 10 and 11
have served as leaders for our Year 7 and 8 camps
at the school’s outdoor centre. These leaders teach
basic outdoor skills to their younger group
members and take primary responsibility (under
close but unobtrusive supervision) for their
physical safety and emotional welfare. They
manage their group members not only while they
are at the outdoors centre but also during their
overnight expedition into the nearby bushland.

Training the Trainers: our content
We want our Year 10 leaders to understand that
leadership is service to others; that it is a result of
their actions; that it is never an automatic byproduct of their appointment to a position.
We emphasise that our model for outdoor
leadership is one of service and, in this, it differs
from school cadet training which is more often
based on a top down model. One of last year’s
leaders expressed it eloquently when he reflected
on his time as a leader, “I have learnt to put
myself at least at the same level as my group, if
not lower, so that I serve them not have them
serve me”
We have also found that this outdoor leadership
program achieves different outcomes from
leadership based on the sports field. Decisions
taken in the outdoor setting impact on the daily
life and wellbeing of a group whose members
must face the consequences of their actions for
twenty-four hours a day over a number of days.
Conceptually, the leaders’ training course is
founded on a contingency model of leadership.
We present three circles (Individual Needs, Team
Maintenance Needs and Task Needs) as questions
which leaders must keep asking themselves
through changing situations. We emphasise that
they must then prioritise and balance these
competing needs.
The Circles of Need

I
T T

The student leader is the primary manager of a
group of six middle school boys for an entire week.
During this time, he is expected to identify and
We suggest to the Year 10s that they can select an
balance the conflicting demands involved in:
appropriate Leadership Style only if they take
• completing the programmed activity, for
account of the ‘Competence’ and the ‘Confidence’
example instruction in outdoor skills such as
of the boys they are leading. Using this
basic navigation, canoeing skills, and an
Competence-Confidence grid we tease out the
overnight camp;
idea that ‘consistency and fairness’ are very
• meeting the diverse needs of the individuals in different from identical treatment.
his care (for instance, he is the primary
manager of uncertainty or conflict) including
dealing with conflicts students have brought
with them from school;
• maintaining the safety and social integrity of
his group.
The leaders manage skill development, social
interactions and safety. In the course of the day
they brief and debrief with the staff, discuss the
inter-personal issues they have identified, develop
strategies for managing situations and for
improving their own effectiveness.
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We encourage the Year 10 boys to extract these
leadership principles from of a series of structured
experiences. In one ‘fishbowl exercise’ a small
group of boys is set to solve an unfamiliar problem
such as getting an object across an imaginary river
with limited resources. A group of their peers is
asked to observe the group dynamics and
emotional climate (rather than the solution). In
subsequent processing we see that that a leader,
working with his own group, must learn to operate
at two levels by managing both the problem and
the social climate.

Of course, the technical knowledge, skills and
attitudes of the Year 10 trainees are an essential
pre-condition for effective leadership. They must
focus on instructing others and managing them
safely during outdoor activities. Throughout the
course, we promote the idea that our outdoor
program is a tool that facilitates personal
development and, important as they are, we are
not teaching a set of skills which must be learned
purely for their own sake.
Most importantly, the trainee leaders focus on
ways of supporting the Year 7 boys (for whom they
will shortly be responsible). They identify ways of
building their boys into an inter-dependent team
which can celebrate the differences between
its members.
Our Methods
Participation in the outdoor leaders’ training
course is voluntary. Training begins with a precourse program of skills revision and upgrading.
Following this are four intensive days conducted
by a team of staff, former students and friends of
the school who are all volunteers. At the end, the
boys are surprised to realise that they have spent
more time ‘on task’ during the course than they
would do in almost two weeks of classes
at school.
The trainee leaders work through a varied and
focused program of activities. This includes
lectures, simulations, role plays, skills instruction
and testing, briefing and feedback sessions, peer
instruction, small group work and problem solving
scenarios on the sorts of things that might go
wrong at camp.

At the start of the course, each trainee’s
application is accompanied by his initial view of
himself as a leader. His (large) name tag carries
space for more reflections. After each of the
structured activities, he contributes his thoughts to
group discussions as he works to ‘process’ both its
effect and its affect. He undertakes a mid-course
self-appraisal with a mentor from the
Training Team.
Feedback is given to the boys not only one to one
but also publicly through a ‘message box’. The
most powerful feedback of all comes at the end of
the course when the other members of his group
write a comment for him on his name tag. We
have discovered that a significant proportion of
the trainees treasure their name tags for
years afterwards.
Training the Trainers for the Trainers
One of the most significant features of the Training
Team is the pivotal role our Year 11 boys have in
the training of the Year 10 leaders.
An invitation to join the Year 11 Training Team
carries with it the promise of hard work and
service. They know they will be responsible for
thankless tasks: attend training sessions after
school throughout the preceding term; spend four
days of their vacation in preparation and rehearsal;
and long days during the training course itself. In
spite of all this, an invitation is considered a great
honour and rarely declined.

whilst reflection
is not a typical
skill for boys, we
have found that,
given the
opportunity
and the
encouragement,
our boys are
willing to
question their
own actions,
verbalise their
feelings and give
genuine support

The boys who are invited to join the Training Team
have already demonstrated their effectiveness as
outdoor leaders, strong inter-personal skills and
sound judgements. We ensure a diverse range of
Over the years, we have also evolved an extensive role models by selecting boys who have
manual to complement the course and this
demonstrated a range of different skill sets and
supports both trainees and trainers. A number of
styles. About ten percent of our Year 11s are
our ‘old boys’ endorsed the content when they told invited to join the Training Team.
us that they continue to use their Leaders’ Notes
Preparation involves workshops which revisit
into their subsequent careers. At the same time,
aspects of technical skills, leadership and
we have established and maintained a remarkable
instructional techniques. The Training Team develop
tradition of confidentiality over many years. The
their own roles as participant-observers;
problems, activities and notes which underpin the
facilitators for the activity de-briefs; planners and
course are not discussed with younger boys nor
time managers. Their training activities are
are they distributed to anyone who has not been
videotaped and processed. The notion of formative
on the course. This tradition has allowed us to
and summative assessment is explored. The role of
keep the activities fresh for each new group of
a ‘critical friend’ is developed.
trainees even though the Training Team develop
Year 11 members of the Training Team spend some
and reuse many of them from year to year.
days during their vacation at the outdoor centre.
Throughout their training the boys reflect on their
Here, they set up the infrastructure and logistics,
own endeavours and on those of their peers.
allocate responsibilities and rehearse the activities
Whilst reflection is not a typical skill for boys, we
they will be leading.
have found that, given the opportunity and the
A final layer of development is added when former
encouragement, our boys are willing to question
their own actions, verbalise their feelings and give students, now at university, return as mentors for
the Year 11 Training Team. These coaches run no
genuine support and encouragement to
sessions with the Year 10 trainees. Instead, they
their peers.
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act as critical friends for the Year 11 boys during
these sessions.
Continuous Improvement
The experience of schooling, as distinct from its
outcome, is one of life’s important adventures.
As one part of our process of incremental
improvement, we invite ‘critical friends’ to help us
review our leadership programs. We ask them;
• how we can improve the ways we support the
particular development needs of boys?
• how we can incorporate wider opportunities
for success, build resilience, and develop group
skills more effectively?

a Year 10 boy
entering the
leaders’ hut at
the outdoors
centre is
confronted with
the reminder,
“You are
now training
the leaders
of 2004!

Identifying the
individual , team and
task requirement
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• It has taught me self discipline - this can help
me with my study habits
• Here I learnt about group dynamics, styles of
leadership and a lot of other things that will
help me a lot later in life, as well as motivation
• This camp has been able to make me think
much more laterally about different situations.
School doesn’t really offer that opportunity.
• Working with kids has given me a window into
myself and how to prepare and manage myself
well, which is actually a very hard thing to do
Parents of the Year 10 Trainees commented on
their son’s personal growth after their training and
participation as leaders of a Year 7 camp.

Over the years, our critical friends have included
• Too often it is assumed that young people can
people with secondary or tertiary experience in
manage responsibility without particular
outdoor education, the management of
training. The insight into team work,
multinational companies, scouting, the training of
motivation and people skills are valuable
military officers or the education of MBAs. We owe
management and leadership skills. It must be
a deep debt to each for wise insights and
empowering to be exposed to these at a young
generous advice.
age and in an appropriate setting.
We believe that an improvement in any part of
• ... has gained a great deal of confidence as a
our overall Leadership Program has benefits for
result of participating in the leadership course.
boys in other levels. Younger boys are not viewed
He has become more focussed and committed
as ‘cannon fodder’ whose role is to benefit the
to his school work, has become more
older ones. They are our replacements in training.
organised and happier in himself.
A Year 10 boy entering the leaders’ hut at the
outdoors centre is confronted with the reminder,
• Short term gain- a boost to self esteem,
“You are now training the leaders of 2004!”
happiness and self confidence. Long term gaingreater insight into people’s behaviour,
Validation
improved planning skills and
After the training course in 2000 we undertook
noticeable maturity.
extensive surveys to validate and improve our
• Given him life skills not normally available in
program. We sought feedback from the leaders,
the classroom
the led and parents.
• A rewarding ‘know thyself’ experience
Year 10 Trainee Leaders reflected after serving
their first week as an outdoor leader...
• He has formed values, opinions and
approaches, all apparently positive ones, and
• I’ve learnt things I couldn’t do in the classroom
at a most formative stage of his life
• This week I was responsible for the wellbeing
• To have a 16 year old describe the year 7 camp
of seven Yr 7 kids. Whatever I did, wherever I
as ‘awesome’ means something must be going
went, the responsibility was always there. If
all right.
this isn’t valuable, what is?
Some of the trainees are selected to return and
• I have learnt about managing myself,
serve a second week as a leader of younger boys.
managing others, managing a group
They made the following comments after
this experience...

• I learnt to tolerate and be patient to those I
dislike, group management skills and
organisational skills

So What?
Is it all worthwhile? Unqualified yes! Do both
older and younger boys transfer their experiences
• I came back better than how I was, by learning from the outdoors back into their school lives?
Qualified yes!
from my mistakes

• I have learnt the ability to really communicate
with kids
• School will teach us facts and tests, but in the
real world, learning is best done by doing
• Give students a chance to show their true
qualities and character, being able to come
back as a Leppitt leader has given me further
opportunities to extend my skills in managing
a group, taking the initiative and interacting
with younger members in the school
• The opportunity to lead a Yr 7 or 8 group has
been one of the best experiences I have had
• I’ve made new friends with younger boys and
earned their respect
The boys in the Year 11 Training Team gave the
following reflections...

• Ability to develop interactive skills with people
you may not work with everyday

One of our continuing challenges is to have the
leaders, and the boys they have led bring more of
their positive lessons back to Kew. That said, the
leaders do generalise enough of their training to
encourage us. Other Yr 10 boys and their Head of
Year do comment after they have returned that the
Yr 10 leaders have changed in some way. When
we ask our senior boys about their memories of
the leaders they had when younger, we are told
about the positive impact which their experience
had for both parties.
From a utilitarian perspective, the boys are
developing skills which industry seeks for selforganising teams. From a cognitive perspective,
they are learning about planning, problem solving,
and synchrony. To the extent that many boys form
their relationships through shared experiences, this
program is a highly effective vehicle for
empowering our boys and fostering their sense of
connectedness, self-worth and purpose.

I learnt to
tolerate and be
patient to those
I dislike

• The importance of running to time - which I
perceive to be a most important skill to have
for today’s business.
• The chance to learn leadership skills off some
most experienced and talented people.

Heather Evans, Chris Howell and Rob Rigato can
be contacted at Trinity Grammar on
03 9854 3600.

• The most realistic, practical and valuable
experience I have had at school
• Great interaction with peers and younger
students from school
Comments from parents of members of the Year
11 Training Team:

• he enjoyed the camaraderie of the team
• he learned to give and take
• he came back with increased self confidence
• he is more tolerant and confident
• the experience reinforced his time
management skills

Acknowledgement:
The Outdoor Leaders’ Training Course at Leppitt makes a significant
contribution to the personal development of many of our students
at Trinity. This is made possible only by the voluntary commitment
of the staff, senior students, old boys and friends of the school who
have been our Training Team through so many years. Team
members bring to each course enthusiasm, vision, a love of learning
and wide-ranging skills so that they draw the best from the young
people with whom we work. The commitment, example and
collegiality within the Training Team is truly extra-ordinary. Whilst
the authors acknowledge the invaluable contribution which
members of this team have made to the continuing improvement of
this program, we value, above all, their fellowship.

• he said it was the best time of his life
Boys listening
to their leader
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Practical Maths
Straining the wires

Brad Hubbard describes his ‘hands on’
approach to Year 9 Maths at Faith Lutheran
College, Qld

somewhat
difficult, hard to
teach, very rude,
mucked around a
lot and stirred up
others. School
for most of them
had always been
a negative
experience

Ours is a small rural secondary school of 98 students at Plainland, half way
between Brisbane and Toowoomba. In 2000 we had one Year 9 maths class
of 24 students containing 12 boys. After running a typical Yr 9 curriculum in
Term 3, I worked out the average results for the term for each sex. The boys
averaged 38% and the girls 72%. I knew we had to do something different
and discussed it with the Principal. As a result, in Term 4, we offered ‘Practical
Maths’ for four 55 minute lessons per week, timetabled alongside Yr 9 Art. As
staffing was tight I had to take an extra subject and give up a spare lesson.
We only wanted to accept 10 students but initially we offered it to all
students. They could pick Prac. Maths or Art. To our surprise almost all of
them wanted to do it when they were told what we were going to be doing.
We ‘backward streamed’ to give us our 10 students. In other words, the
better achievers were not accepted. The top student in the class said that this
wasn’t fair. I said that it was a good result for her because she now knew
what it was like to be on the wrong end of the stick for a change. The 10 boys
selected were somewhat difficult, hard to teach, very rude, mucked around a
lot and stirred up others. School for most of them had always been a negative
experience. They’d say things like “It’s too hard for me anyway.” “I don’t
know if I’ve ever had a teacher that hasn’t said I was dumb.”
The course was project based. The school needed to fence a dam so that
small children couldn’t wander in and drown. I stated to the Principal that
this was a project that the boys could tackle. Our first task was to work out
the materials needed and get quotes for timber, wire, tools, star pickets, a
gate and so on. The students worked it all out on Excel spreadsheets and
submitted a budget proposal to the Principal naming suppliers, materials and
costs. He then had to approve the purchases. When the materials arrived, the
next step was to work out how to construct the fence. This involved the
perimeter, distance between posts, depth of holes, bracing, the height of the
wires, and even which way the star pickets would face. The students designed
and drew up the plan.
Shirts Off
At that time of year the Lockyer Valley was in a record dry time, (and still is)
and the ground was like concrete. We had 40cm thick hardwood posts to put
in. The Principal offered to get a posthole digger. In hindsight the best
decision I made was to refuse. I sensed that the boys would enjoy the
physical exercise of doing it by hand with crowbars and shovels. Once we got
to work some boys asked if they could take off their shirts, later some
brought blue singlets. For some reason they said that this made them feel
more like men, like a work gang. I set them up in twos and threes to dig the
post holes and I made sure I rotated around the groups. As the lessons were
quite short we stole extra time if we had Prac Maths during last lesson. We
would plan ahead, take our lunch down to the dam, find a tree to sit under
and have a yarn and then get into the work.
I knew that most of the boys did shocking work in class and basically didn’t
care about it at all. Under the tree I found that 8 out of 10 had no father at
home. The boys began asking me things like:
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Proud young men in front of the fence they built
• how to ask a girl out
• did I get in trouble when I was young fella
• what’s a good present for your mother
• how you know if a girl likes you or is just
being silly

Passed Down
They felt good about being male. It was somehow
important for some to work without shirts. I guess
it made them feel masculine and tough. One day a
boy asked: “How did you know how to build
fences like this?”

• how you get along with a teacher who’s giving T “Well my great grandfather showed my
grandfather and when my dad was a little fella
you a hard time.
he was shown. Later on he showed me.”
This was a tremendous opportunity to relate to the
S “Does that mean we’re doing it the same way
boys in a non-judgemental setting. We got to
as them, 100 years ago.”
know each other well and I think they really liked
having an adult male to talk to about life.
T “Yep, pretty much. We have a couple of tools
As they saw the fence going up they felt like they
were really doing something worthwhile. After
completion they were really proud of it. It actually
looked like a professional job. Later, in the next lot
of holidays, one boy built a front fence for his
mum. She felt great and was so proud, “He built it
and it’s the best thing.”
What Made the Program Work?
The project was real, valuable and physical.
Without realising it, they were doing basic
mathematics, learning to use a variety of tools,
receiving counselling and nurturing, and were
learning to cooperate and work together. They can
see the fence from the playground. We need little
building projects like that all over the school. The
boys said: “Why can’t we do stuff like this all the
time instead of the other useless crap.” “This is
the first time we’ve done something decent in
school.” Their behaviour during that term was a
bit better and it seems to have lasted. Those that
are still here in Year 10 don’t hate school so much.
There are many factors involved of course but
perhaps this was a starting point.
Interestingly, the more care we put into the fence
the better they felt about it. On the job I’d pull
them up and say, “Hang on a minute. We can do
this really neatly or we can do a quick and shitty
job. What do you reckon?” They’d say, “Oh well,
we’ll do a good job. Show us how to do it
properly.” They developed a sense of pride, an
attitude of ‘we made it and it was good.’ This was
great to see.

that make it quicker, but it’s basically
the same..”
S “That’s cool. It doesn’t come out of a book like
all the other stuff teachers tell us.”
This was interesting. They really liked the idea that
they could learn something that had been passed
down through a line of men. They felt good about
that fact. It made me realise that boys with absent
fathers have no experience of this sort of thing.
Overall, the unit, which only lasted one term was a
great success. We must realise that all boys want
to be men. We have to think of ways that allow
them to think of themselves as men. If they can
respect themselves more, they will learn
everything much better. Prac Maths wasn’t huge
on Maths, but maybe it’s the only unit of maths
that they will remember properly. Remember the
earlier quote, “This is the first time we’ve done
something decent in school.”
If teachers put their minds to it, there must be
1000s of such projects that can be undertaken by
both boys and girls in schools. What about
building play equipment, gazebos or doing
landscape gardening with some horticulture
thrown in. Put yourself in the position of a new
Year 11 who is practical and non-academic. Would
you like to learn to build something that you might
actually do one day in real life, or are you busting
to study calculus, learn about the periodic table of
elements or study 19th century poetry? It’s a pretty
easy question really.

why can’t we do
stuff like this all
the time instead
of the other
useless crap.”

Brad Hubbard can be reached at Faith Lutheran
College on 07 5466 9900
The Boys in Schools Bulletin
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Stories From the Frontline
Vietnamese Cricketers
Darra Primary School is in the western suburbs of
Brisbane near Indooroopilly. About 60% of the
school population of 220 students are from a
Vietnamese background. This began with the
arrival of refugees in the early 80s. Anglo and
Vietnamese cross-cultural relations are
harmonious as we actively promote a multicultural
society at the school. The school is special, I had
never seen anything like it before. There is a
wonderful feeling here due mainly to the nature of
the community and a very supportive principal.

it was because
they loved sport
and were very
successful
at soccer

I took the whole Yr 7 class to the Gabba (Brisbane
Cricket Ground) and we watched a Sheffield Shield
game between Queensland and Victoria. They
At the stumps
loved the idea of a trip out of school and were
impressed by the size of the stadium. We were
almost the only ones there. The students cheered
the players and the Shield players waved back at
them. They loved the idea of seeing big guys
whack the ball around and bowling very fast. After
that we followed up with an interschool team that
played on Fridays. The team always had a number
of Vietnamese-background players and some have
been exceptional cricketers. One boy made the
Inala Regional Team in 1996. He was then the only boy
from a Vietnamese background playing at that level.

In the first year we had 1 girl in the team. Now, the
Yr 7 team includes 2 Samoan girls and the Yr 5
team has one Samoan and two Vietnamese
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My long term aim is to assist making cricket
more multicultural by giving the boys and girls
at Darra State School every possible opportunity
to enjoy and succeed at all levels of the game.

When I arrived 5 years ago to teach Yr 7, we only
played cricket as a part of PE. The school was very
strong in inter-school soccer. A small mixed group Warren Keel, is currently Yr 4-5 teacher at Darra
of six or so Yr 7 boys came and asked if they could State School, Queensland.
play cricket. I think it was because they loved sport
and were very successful at soccer.

Around that time we had a School Volunteer, Mr
Bart, who had come in to assist our school with
reading. I recognised him as my Principal and
cricket coach from High School days. That’s how
we later ended up with 2 teams, one each at Yr 7
and Yr 5. Mr Bart also organises the Saturday
morning Western Suburbs junior cricket teams and
last year three boys (2 Vietnamese and 1 Anglo)
had enrolled in this out of school comp.
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background girls. The boys and girls play cricket
at lunchtime. I also hear stories of broken
windows at home. I have been to Vietnam and
noticed that they don’t have many park areas.
Kids play soccer mostly in the streets. Cricket is
still a very new and strange game for the
families of our Vietnamese community.

Leadership Challenges for Grade 6 at Yarrambat
“Dad, I need to have an extra bag of lollies for my Prep buddy”.
It was Jarrod’s birthday. He is a sporty ‘with it’ boy
in Grade 6 who really enjoys the role he has with
the Prep child who is his ‘Buddy’. Our boys really
look forward to having a ‘Buddy’ in Grade 6. It has
high status in our school culture. This term each
member of the Student Leadership Team will write
a picture storybook for their Prep “Buddy”. The
book will focus on the younger child’s interest, the
Prep child will do the illustrations and the older
child will help his ‘Buddy’ to learn to read it. Our
boys choose both Prep boys and girls as buddies.
Student Leadership is an hour session for all grade
6 students every week. As Principal, I really look
forward to spending this time with these students
each week. It is the final year of the school’s
Personal Development Program and it includes a
number of challenges and responsibilities for the
students. One significant leadership project
involves writing a three-minute Historical speech
related to the local area or the history of a family
member. For many of our young boys it is a time
to talk with dads and grandfathers about their life
experiences, their values and the achievements
that they are proud of. The speech is presented at
a community evening hosted by the local
Historical Society.

In the program there are workshop sessions
provided for them that focus on peer group skills.
Competencies that we find are most important for
the boys include group decision making skills, and
problem solving involving analysing difficult
situations, considering alternatives and choosing
the most appropriate responses. This program has
evolved over the last 6 years and our Personal
Development Team has a commitment to get the
best advice about continually improving our
program. Today we had our boys and our girls in
two groups discussing how boys and girls were
different and how this needed to be taken
account of.
Our student leaders can talk confidently about
their values and their strengths and weaknesses.
They wear their Leadership badges with pride. Our
2000 end of year survey of the leadership students
provided clear evidence of the high value the boys
have for the program.

Lorraine Shannon is Principal at Yarrambat
Primary School, a semi-rural school of 320
students on the outskirts of Melbourne.

for many of our
young boys it is
a time to talk
with dads and
grandfathers
about their life
experiences,
their values
and the
achievements
that they are
proud of

Recently a young man who is in his final year at
Secondary School dropped by and mentioned that
when he met a tough challenge at Secondary
School he remembered making his speech on the
stage, in front of 300 people, and thought “I did
that and I can do this too.”
Another challenge involves the Leadership
students working in pairs to organise and run one
of our Indoor Assemblies. They invite guests to
perform, provide students with “Pupil of the Week”
awards and provide leadership to the assembly on
a topic of their choice.
The Leaders are involved in decision-making
forums that focus on school improvement. One
example of this was the decision to turn the old
farm dam on the school site into a functioning
wetlands. The Leaders also organise and lead our
Easter Games. They are trusted to undertake a
number of tasks including to go over the school
fence to collect younger children’s balls.
The Boys in Schools Bulletin
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Resource Reviews
Men! Stirring Stories For The Soul
Reviewed by Louise Pratt
This year I decided to run a mentoring program specifically
aimed at boys. I saw a need to give more support to young boys
at risk of losing their position at the school because of antisocial or violent behaviour. In the first term at our school there
were 40 suspensions and 38 of these were boys. The program
involves older boys from Years 10 and 11 acting as mentors or
big brother role models for younger Year 7 and 8 boys who are
constantly at odds with the discipline system.
I rang Richard Fletcher at the University of Newcastle for some
information on boys education programs, he then asked me to
read and write a critique of this book, Men! Stirring Stories For
the Soul. I read the book in a very short period of time, in fact I
found it hard to put down. As I was reading the various stories I
was thinking, “My Dad would love this story”, or “My unsettled
Year 10 boy at school might find some inspiration or motivation
from this man’s story”.
The book has 43 stories by men from all walks of life; therefore I
see that parts of it would be useful for different groups of
students and adults. I think it would be a useful resource for
teachers who have students in Years 10, 11 and 12. Students
could be encouraged to read sections of the anthology and
discuss some of the issues addressed by the book. The
discussions may cover some of the following topics: importance
of role models; dealing with the pressures of life; feeling good
about yourself; if you want it, make yourself go out and get it;
look for the positives of life; we all have inner strength and a
hero within; and whatever you do in life, have fun.
Teachers could photocopy some specific stories that describe
the above issues in detail. Students would find it very easy to
relate to Danny Grmusa’s story on graffiti art that outlines how
he succeeded in the art field by sheer will and persistence.
As a woman setting up a boys education program I found this
book an eye opener. I knew that boys were in trouble at school
and in their community, but I had no idea that the pressures the
boys and men live with were so huge. It’s often very hard to get
boys to tell you what the problem is and why they are behaving
the way they are. This book gives you an insight into the way
boys are thinking and what some of their needs might be.
I think any teacher who is thinking of creating a boys education
program or any teacher who teaches boys should read this
book. It would assist them understand the unique pressures and
insecurities that men in today’s world endure, and that with a
little help and understanding they can blossom and succeed.
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Louise Pratt teaches Food Technology, and Design and
Technology to Years 7 to 12 at South Grafton
High School.
‘Men! Stirring Stories for the Soul!’ by Gary Dornau, Words
Will Work, Melbourne. RRP $29:95. Available through
www.wordswillwork.com/products.htm
Tel 03 9375 2717, Fax: 03 9531 4863

“Boy Oh Boy”
Reviewed by Ian Lillico
This book is both timely and topical as the issue of boys’
education is one that is receiving wide media coverage around
Australia at the moment. It is written by Dr Tim Hawkes
(Headmaster of The Kings School, Parramatta NSW), a wellknown and respected practitioner who has devoted many years
of his life to boys’ education. His book should have appeal to
educators, parents, researchers and the general public as it is
easy to read, informative and entertaining. “Boy Oh Boy” is
divided into 13 chapters ranging across issues such as boyfriendly schools, sex, bullying, drugs, depression, sport etc.
The first four chapters deal with the issues surrounding boys’
disengagement from school and the place of men in society
today. It covers reasons for the downturn in boys’ schooling and
cites the feminised curriculum, lack of male role models and
male teachers, the changing world of work and an uncertainty in
the role of men as the main contributors. The issue of ADD is
dealt with in detail, but a little judgemental in terms of the value
of medication for boys who really do need it. Aspects of boyfriendly schools are discussed such as middle schooling, low
expectations and the issue of single sex education with its pro’s
and con’s. The author cites the learning climate as paramount
and the need to see other forms of intelligence as equally
valuable in today’s society. Chapter 4 deals with the most critical
issue in boys’ schooling - the teacher. It outlines the qualities of
successful teachers of boys and stresses the need to introduce
thinking skills for boys - particularly the need for boys to reflect.

The book concludes with the author asking for fathers to take
their part in the rearing of their sons and to re-introduce a rite
of passage and initiation into adulthood for their sons. The
author asks us not to sensationalize the issues that boys face
nor punish them for being male but to celebrate male virtues.
This book makes a significant contribution to existing literature
on boys and their schooling and provides many practical
strategies for teachers and parents to help their sons and male
students generally.

Ian Lillico is Principal, City Beach High School,
Western Australia
“Boy Oh Boy. How to raise and educate boys”, by
Dr Tim Hawkes is published by Pearson Education Australia.
RRP $34.95

Bully-Proofing Boys
Chapter 5 deals with the critical issue of literacy and cites socioeconomic factors and an absence of fathers as being particularly
relevant as dads don’t generally read. An excellent list of
recommended books is included. In following chapters the
author shatters myths about boys’ promiscuity and deals with
the issue of homophobia, aggression and bullying. It talks of
bully-proofing boys and attacks the code of silence that
surrounds the issue of bullying. Further chapters deal with the
important issue of drugs and depression and provide strategies
such as open communication, compassion and approachability.
New Masculinity
The book talks of a change in boys’ self-consciousness and body
image and predicts a continuation of acceptance of an
alternative to the macho image. Hawkes cites recent movies
such as Strictly Ballroom and Billy Elliot as being indicative of a
change in acceptance of a new masculinity. There is an
especially relevant chapter on Boys and Religion in which
Hawkes tells of a re-emergence of spirituality in boys. He tells of
the need to beef up religious practices and use modern
technology to get boys back to the orthodox religions.
The Boys in Schools Bulletin
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Teachers Guide
Photo-Poster Class Activity and Teachers Guide
Questions
What is happening in the photo?
Are they enjoying themselves? Is there any cause for concern?
What happened just before this?
What will happen next?
What are the boys around them thinking? Why aren’t they
taking any notice?
Call out some words that go with the picture.
These boys are in a boys-only group.
How do you think their behaviour is different in all boy classes
or schools as opposed to co-ed classes or schools?
Would it have been any different if there were girls around?
Do you think there is more bullying, rough play or fighting in all
boys groups? Why?
In what ways is it better in all boys groups and in what ways worse?
Think about: In the classroom. In the playground. At home.
Traditional Separation
In some traditional cultures boys over a certain age, perhaps 10
years old, live in a household with only men.

Would you like that? How would it be different?
What you see currently
What would be some reasons that parents, schools or students
form all male or all female groups?
What are the advantages? What are the disadvantages?
Preferences
When do you prefer to be in an all boys group? For what
activities? Why?
What are the best things about hanging around in a group with
both boys and girls?
What are the worst things?
Adults
When do you see adults in all male or all female groups? What
are they doing?
What are their reasons for having it this way?
Sport
Make a list of sports which are traditionally for males and for females
Make a list of the ones which are now changing

Which ones are still separate? Why?
Can you find any reason at all to keep a sport restricted to one sex?
For example:
Wrestling is a male only sport. Boxing, cricket, basketball, rugby
union, pole vault have become women’s sports.
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Netball, synchronised swimming and rhythmic gymnastics are
women’s only sports.
Men’s and women’s gymnastic apparatus is different - parallel
bars, rings & pommel horse vs uneven bars. Both use the
vaulting horse.

Extension Questions for Older Students
Same Sex Friendships
Ask students to physically indicate their response to the following
statement. They put their hand up for ‘Agree’; arms folded for
‘Not sure’, and hand down to the ground for ‘Disagree’.

“Girls are better friends to other girls than boys are to other boys”
Teachers draw out student thoughts on this issue and get them
to discuss their reasons.

Why do you think that?
What is your response?
How do boys show their friendship? How do girls?
Can boys and girls be best friends?
How is it different having a friend who’s a girl, compared to a
friend who’s a boy?
Conclude with
Is there a best way to show friendship?
What could boys do to be better friends to each other?
Activities by Rollo Browne Photograph by David Hancock, reproduced courtesy of
Finch Publications. This picture is part of the Male Image Photopak, available from
Men & Boys Program, see Resources Order Form.

Professional Development for Educators
Available through the Men & Boys Project, Family Action Centre, University of Newcastle

Designing and Implementing
Programs for Boys

Year 9/10 Boys Program
on Masculinity and Power

Presented by Rollo Browne

Presented by Rollo Browne

What makes programs work? How do we get skills to stick?
What are the key elements, useful processes, activities and
strategies to use with boys? This workshop has a practical focus
on working with boys in schools towards social outcomes.
We will examine:

This is an all day program where your male teachers run small
groups of boys through rotating activities. Rollo uses action
methods to give a keynote address on power and runs activities
during morning. In the afternoon the small groups work on and
present their solutions to problems involving bullying,
harassment & violence. Activity sessions include Language and
Sexuality, Images of Masculinity (Photolanguage or Male
Photopak), Males Coping With Pressure. Staff must run through
the program prior to the day. Suitable venue is required eg
library with sufficient break out rooms.

•
•
•
•

Designing and running programs for boys
What’s in it for boys? Revealing the need for change
A framework for thinking about boys programs
Key elements of effective boys programs including
- Engagement
- Group work
- Use of action methods
• Selecting appropriate topics
• Practical activities and strategies
• Approaches to building social skills
This is a 2 - 3 hr program with notes provided

Building relationships with
“difficult” male students
by observing ourselves
One day workshop
Presented by David Shores and Jackie Marlu
The relationship between teacher and male student is
recognised by many educators as a critical factor, necessary for
positive social, emotional as well as academic development.
Much work has been done attempting to understand and
remediate classroom and school situations where this
relationship has broken down. Often this takes the major focus
of attempting to modify, or manage the behaviours of the
“difficult student”. This often provides a new start for a more
positive relationships. But what happens when the relationship
breaks down? What do we do when boys continue to withdraw,
resist or actively and consciously work not to develop a positive
relationship or change their “difficult behaviours?” Building
relationships with “difficult” male students by observing
ourselves, has been developed specifically with such situations
in mind. The workshop has been conducted extensively, over
five years in South Australian Schools.

Copies of teacher notes and student handouts
are provided

Social Education
Classroom Program:
Developing social/emotional intelligence through an
exploration of risk taking behaviour, with a focus of boys!
Presented by David Shores
If the Girls’ Educational Strategy was very broadly about getting
our female students out into work with a wider range of
options, then what’s the aim for Boys’ Education? To get them
out into the world? They’re already there! I believe the aim of
Boys’ Education is rather to get our boys and young men back
into themselves. To develop introspection!
The Social Education Program uses young males’ attraction to
physical risk taking to create an interest in, and an
understanding of, our intra personal experiences. Participants
explore how these experiences can be used to create more
positive relationships in the classroom. What we think, feel, do
and say are connected. With practice, by observing ourselves in
action, we can develop an understanding of what it means to
take responsibility for our internal and external behaviours.
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A Whole School Approach
To Boys’ Education

The Rock And Water Program
(from the Netherlands)

Presented by Richard Fletcher

Presented by Freerk Ykema

There are three sources of concern about boys: outcomes for
boys in learning, health and welfare; aggressive and destructive
styles of behaviour; and, our recognition that we do not
understand what makes boys tick. Whole school approaches to
boys’ education must integrate outcomes planning, behaviour
management and a positive culture for boys. An understanding
of these three areas will enable staff to engage the boys and
community members to provide better outcomes for all.
This seminar will present four key steps:

The Men and Boys program of the Family Action Centre coordinates and promotes the Rock and Water program in
Australia. We would like to see the program widely adopted.
This will happen as more services have the training and
resources to build the Rock and Water approach into their work
with boys and young men. To maintain the training momentum,
Freerk has arranged to visit in October/ November 2001 and
then again in March/April and September/October in 2002.
However his time to do workshops is limited and the workshops
cannot be too large since the training is practical. Schools,
districts or communities can arrange to host a workshop of one,
two or three days. Contact the Men and Boys Program for a
R&W Host-a-Workshop pack.

I. Developing staff support
II. Engaging boys as teachers
III. Getting dads involved
IV. Keeping girls in the picture
This interactive seminar provides tools for building support
among staff and parents, methods for engaging boys, and
examples of current practice where boys learning is improving.

Boys in Schools
- What are they on about?
Presented by Deborah Hartman
In this interactive workshop, Deborah Hartman will lead
participants through a series of activities that will get us
thinking about boys’ motivation and behaviour. We’ll begin to
answer some of the big questions about boys. What are the
links between male identity and success at school and in life?
What do boys say about school and teachers? Who are the best
role models for boys? How can we support all boys to behave
appropriately and get the most out of their school experience?
Don’t expect to keep still and be quiet in this workshop.

Women working with boys
- We can hardly wait till Monday
Presented by Deborah Hartman
In this interactive workshop, Deborah Hartman will encourage
participants to share their successes in teaching boys. We’ll
explore what works for boys and for women teachers. And we’ll
look at how women and men can work together to support
boys in developing a male identity that includes success at
school. To do this, we’ll examine our own attitudes
and expectations.
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Rock And Water Course National
Tour October / November 2001
For further details contact the hosts below.
Register early - limited places available

Brisbane
8 - 19 October
Empowering Youth
Gary Simpson
07 5568 7111

Penrith
1 - 3 November
Men and Boys Program
Michelle Gifford
02 4921 8739

Wodonga
8 - 10 November
Upper Hume
Community Centre
Margaret Hunter
02 6056 8395

Port Pirie
15 - 17 November

Newcastle
22 - 24 & 29 - 31 October
Men and Boys Program
Michelle Gifford
02 4921 8739
Melbourne
12 - 14 November
St Joseph’s College
Sue Van Der Veen
03 9758 2000

Port Pirie Primary School
Aileen Wohling
08 8632 3777
Fremantle
19 - 23 November
Fremantle Education Centre
08 9335 5444

Boys in Schools - Resources for Teachers
Order Form
Please Note: The University can only accept Australian Dollars
All prices include postage and handling within Australia
Overseas Customers - please add 10% postage

For information on these and other
professional development contact
The Men and Boys Program
Phone: 02 4921 8739
Fax: 02 4921 8686
Email: fmrf@cc.newcastle.edu.au
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/
department/fac/boys

Make cheques payable to: The Men & Boys Program
Send: The Men & Boys Program, Family Action Centre, The University of Newcastle, Callaghan NSW 2308
Title

Pub. No

Price inclusive of GST

The Boys in Schools Bulletin (school set) - 3 copies of each quarterly issue

002S

$75.00

The Boys in School Bulletin (single) - 1 copy of each quarterly issue

970

$35.00

The Boys in School Bulletin back issues - Set of four 1999 Bulletins

004S

$27.50

Being a Man Photopak

979

$132.00

Boys in Schools

961

$27.50

Leadership in Boys’ Education

992

$33.00

‘I Can Hardly Wait Until Monday”

001

$33.00

Report on Men and Boys Project

993

$11.00

Boyz Rulez Posters*

981

$33.00

FatherCare Posters*

983

$33.00

Male Health Posters*

991

$33.00

Boys to Men Posters

004

$40.00

113 Ways to be Involved as a Father

006

$11.00

*Multiple sets of any posters
(5 sets of any - Boyz Rulez, FatherCare or Male Health)

003S

$110.00

The Rock and Water Approach

002

$45.00

974UK

$121.00

Man’s World: A Game for Young Men

TOTAL
Contact Name

School/Organisation

Job Title

Postal Address

Post Code

Order Number

Phone Number

Enclosed my cheque for $AUD
CREDIT Card Payment Option:

Please charge my:

Expiry Date

Card Number

/

Bankcard

Visa

Mastercard

Name:
Address:
Signature:

Post Code:

Qty

Total

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
(specialising in EDUCATING BOYS)
Teachers all over Australia are grappling with the issues of how to best educate boys. What methods work with
boys? What learning styles do boys favour? How can we help boys use all of their intelligences? How can we
deal positively with boys’ behaviour? How do we manage peer groups? What curriculum content will really
engage boys? What types of schools suit boys? What sorts of programs are available for boys? How do we
cater for different groups of boys? What about the girls? Will boys’ programs effect them? What role does the
family play? How do we engage fathers in boys’ education? What is the evidence about boys’ academic and
social situations? These are only some of the questions teachers are asking about boys’ education.
Until recently, there have been very few places teachers can go to get information about boys’ education and
develop advanced skills in teaching boys. Now the Faculty of Education, in association with the Men and Boys
Program, Family Action Centre at The University of Newcastle is offering the GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES (SPECIALISING IN EDUCATING BOYS).
If you want to explore all of the above issues and more with other dedicated teachers of boys and with
specialist lecturers in the field, this is the course for you. It’s offered by distance mode so you can study from
anywhere in Australia or the world. The four courses in the Graduate Certificate can be studied over one or two
years. They cover the academic and social needs of boys; pedagogical issues; school organisation and structural
issues and the links between male identity, other social factors and success in school. You can enrol at the
beginning of each year or mid year. Fees are $700.00 per course, and are a legitimate tax deduction.
This is what some of the current students have to say about the course.

“We’ve changed our whole reporting system to parents as a result of an assignment I did on benchmarking. “
Principal, large private boys’ school.
“Where did you find all this up to the minute information? I haven’t seen it anywhere else. It’s great!” Male
teacher, urban public high school.
“I’ve been able to implement programs for boys with nearly every assignment we’ve done. This is a very
practical course.” Assistant Principal, rural co-ed high school.
“The readings are very exciting. They really get me thinking about the boys I teach.” Female primary school
teacher.
If you want to know more about this important professional development opportunity which allows you to
specialise in boys’ education and can lead on to a Masters in Education,
Contact: Deborah Hartman (Course Co-ordinator)
Ph:
(02) 4927 6415
Email: Deborah.Hartman@newcastle.edu.au
Or Michelle Gifford
Ph:
(02) 4921 8739
Email: Michelle.Gifford@newcastle.edu.au
Or for an application pack contact Katrina Kittel, Faculty of Education, The University of Newcastle
Ph:
(02) 4921 6531
Email: Katrina.Kittel@newcastle.edu.au

